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CAPABILITES AND FEATURES

GRAF allows the user to create line drawinqs in 2 or 3 dimensions and to quickly create:

* pie charts
* bar charts
* line graphs
* histograms
* scattergrams

The major features include:

* The ability to use data directly from most IMAGE, KSAM' MPE and all
RELATE/1000 databases.

* The ability to transform and subset the data before plotting with the Command
Interpreter.

* Automatie or manual sealing of graphs.

* Significant control over axis format and placement.

* Device independent or device dependent graph design.

* Execution of procedure files to generate enarts periodically.

* Capability of ereating the instructions f or chart drawing in a job so that major
data transformations can be completed overnight, leaving only the task of drawing
the ehart for the morning.

* English language emor messages.

* Text and lines can be placed or drawn at user specified positions.
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SECTION I
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The following notation is used to
manual:

NOTATIONI

def ine the syntax of the commands described in this

CAPTTALIZED BOLD WORDS

CAPITALIZED WORDS

lower-case words

I J (Square Brackets)

/ / (Slasrres)

... (Ellipsis)

are the names of commands or subroutine names.

identi fy words that have specific meanings to
RELATE. These are sometimes referred to as

keywords.

identif y words that are names or labels to be

specified by the user.

are used to indicate that the enclosed item is
optional and may be omitted. The brackets mqy be
nested such that if the inner items are used the
outer items must be used.

between items indicate that one of the items must
be ehosen.

indicates that the immediately preceding item may
occur once, or any number of times in succession.

Commands may be entered in any combination of upper and lower case characters. They
are processed as if only upper case characters had been used (except for information in
doubie quotes). Commands may be up to 1500 characters in length and span up to f00
lines. Each line of the command may be up to 250 characters long. If an error occurs
in a command, the command may be edited (see REDO in the RELATE/1000 reference
manual) and then resubmitted.

All command names and keywords may be abbreviated to as f ew characters as are

required to uniquely identify the word.

When the system is used in a batch mode or from the Host Languaqe Interface routines it
is recommended that keywords be spelled out fairly eompletely. This will ensure that
ambiguities will not arise because of new features in subsequent releases of the software.
Obvijusly, an error such as this is easy to comect at the terminal (since the new choices
are displayed) but may take some time to correet in a job stream, procedure file' or
proqram.

Punctuation and spacing are crueial when entering commands. Punctuation is performed by
delimiters. Delimiters include a space (' "), eomma ("r"), equal sign ("="), or semieolon
(";"). Only the f irst space between items is important; extra spaces may be added to
improve readability. Each command describes the punctuation 

. 
required f or .ptoPer

operation. Generally, however, keywords are delimited by spaces (or equal signs), lists
(tietO names, user names, etc.) are delimited by commas; and keyword sequences delimited
by equal signs are separated with semicolons.
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& (ampersand)

\ (backslash)

il

Control-H

Control-G

Control-S

Control-X

Control-Y

SPECI.AL CHARACTERS

An ampersand entered as the last character on a line indicates that
the input for the current line continues on the next line. The prompt
for the continuation line will then be an "&)".

A baekslash ean be used to separate multiple commands, or responses,
on a single line. A maximum of 1500 characters may be entered in
this way. When multiple responses are entered, and an emot occurs, all
unused inf ormation is discarded and prompting is returned to the
terminal.

This terminates the cument input stream. It is also used to exit the
system. lf a "ll" is actually desired as data it must be enclosed in
quotes.

(or Backspace) Characters can be deleted by using either a
control-H or a Backspace. one eharacter is deleted eaeh time the
control-H or baekspace is used. If a hard-copy terminal is being used,
the eamiage will advanee one line and then backspace a single position
for each eharacter deleted. If a CRT is being used, the cursor will
normally backspace one position per character deleted.

The Control-G resumes output suspended by the Control-S.

The Control-S suspends output to the terminal. Output may be
resumed by entering a Control-G.

Use control-X to delete an entire line. The system responds with
three exclamation points, a carriage return, and a line f eed. No
prompt is printed by the syste:.n and data or commands may
immediately be entered.

A control-Y ean be used to terminate lengthy printout or cancel the
execution of a command. The text rr(Control-Y)rr is printed when this
key is used. If a procedure file is executing when the key is struck,
the user will have the opportunity to continue with or terminate the
procedure file.

r-l
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GLOSSARY

bar chart - A graph in which parallel bars represent data. The size of each bar is
determined by the magnitude of the data.

clipping - The process of adjusting lines and text such that information is not placed
outside of specific limits. This limit is the frame.

deviee dependent - A graph drawn in a device dependent mode wilt be the same size
regardless of the output device used.

device independent - A graph drawn in a device independent mode will automatically be
scaled based on the size of the output device.

device size - This is the physical dimension of the plotter. It is specified in inehes,
millimeters, or centimeters. For more information see the SET SZE command.

frame - The frame is the area on the graphies device into which the plot will be plaeed.
The position of the frame is specified in the current unit systern. A frame cannot
contain any space not within the device spaee. For more information see the SET
FRAME command.

graphics device - A plotter or CRT (eathode ray tube) with graphic capability. See the
SET DEVICE command for the devices presently supported.

histogram - A histoqram is a graph that indicates the distribution of data. The graph is
usually drawn with vertieal bars. Each bar represents a range of data values. The
height of each bar represents the number of points that fall within the range.

pie chart - A pie chart is a circular graph composed of sliees. The size of each slice is
based on the value of the data for the sliee as compared to the total amount.

plot file - A plot file is an MPE file into which generic graphic instructions are placed.
This file is eventually used to drive the graphics device. See the PLOT FILE
seetion for more information.

primary command - A CRAF command that performs elementary graphing, such as
drawing LINEs, ARCs, LABELs, and so forth.

secondary command - A GRAF command that performs complex graphing, sueh as
BARCHARTs, HISTOGRAMs, and so forth.

surface - A rectangle defined by the location of the lower left hand corner and the
upper right hand eorner. A surfaee is specified as a pair of points within parentheses
as in (0r0), (100,I00). A surf ace represents an area f rom which inf ormation is
obtained or onto which information is plotted.

unit system - A unit system is a numbering system. When position or size information
is given to the graphics system it must be represented in the current units system.
The graphics system works in several standard unit systems. There is a fixed system
(tnat uses inches, millimeters, or centimeters) and a variable system (which will
eompensate for the graphics device being used).

r-5



viewpoint - The location from which a l-dimensional object is viewed. The viewpoint is
given as an X, Y, Z coordinate representing distance, offset (left or right) and
height from the object.

window - The window is the area of interest in a user's graph that should be plotted.
The position of the window is specified in world coordinates. For more information
see the SET WINDOW command. The information in the window is drawn in the
frame.

world coordinates - World coordinates are coordinates in a user defined unit system.

1-6



PLOT FILE

GRAF generates plots in a two step process. First, user-entered commands are converted
into an internal format and placed into a plot file. The contents of the plot file are
generic low level commands that draw lines and arcs, adjust windows and frames and
generate text. Subsequently, this plot file is read and the information contained in the
file is converted into device specific commands to produce the desired chart. The plot
file is simply a holding area between the user-entered eommands and the actual plot.

The system will automatically create a plot file if the user does not do so. This plot
file is an open temporary file and eannot be saved by the user. For simple applications
this is normally sufficient. In some situations it may be appropriate for the user to
actually create a named plot file. The most common situation would be to generate a
number of plots requiring large amounts of computation during a job for later plotting or
for plotting on multiple output devices. Only a single plot file can be open at one time.
Once information is placed into a plot file it cannot be edited or changed.

t-7
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COMMAND TYPES

The plotting commands fall into two groups, primary and seco.ndary. Primary eommands

have fewer parameters and generate a small number of plot file entries. These

commands draw lines, arcs, ani gene.ate labels. Secondary commands have many options

and may place hundreds of entries in the plot file. The secondary eommands create pie

charts, iine graphs, bar charts, histograms, and scaLtergrams. A data file is used for
eactr of the secondary commands. A data file may be used with a primary command but

is not required. If a field is used in a primary command one line, are, or label is drawn

for each record in the file. More information is given in the SELECTING DATA section.

The commands DRAW GRAPH, DRAW BARC}IART, and DRAW HISTOGRAM can perform
automatic scaling. To do this, the data file is read at least twice, once to determine the

minimum and maximum values to be plotted, and then one or more times to actually
produce the qraph. The size of a pie chart is determined by the cument size of the
frame and is not dependent on the values of the data.

The system will attempt to produce meaningful axis values by forcing the divisions of the
graph to be multiples of reasonable values (such as 4 5, or I0). The automatie scaling
can be overridden by specifying the LIMITS keyword in the AXIS description. More
information is contained in the AXIS SPECIFICATION section.

t-9 Vt+.1
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COORDINATE SYSTET\4S

The graphics system uses two coordinate systems in order to provide a flexible mechanism
for mapping user information onto a plotting device. Knowledge of these coordinate
systems is not generally required if only secondary commands are used. If primary
commands are used, it is possible to perform clipping, windowing, and scaling by adjusting
the sizes and positioning of the coordinate systems.

The location at which the plot is placed on the output device is represented in device
coordinates. Device coordinates can be given in inches, millimeters, centimeters or a
device independent ratio. The units for the device coordinates are defined by the SET
UNffS command. The location of the plot on the output device is changed with the SET
FRAME command.

The information that is placed into the frame is defined by the window. The window
represents the area within a large space that is of interest to the user. The window's
location is speeified in world coordinates. World coordinates need not be in any
particular unit system sinee they will be transformed and placed in the frame depending
on the ratio of the window size to the frame size.

The system operates in two modes based on the type of SET LNITS command and the
window coordinates. If a length type (such as inches) is given in the SET tllITS
command, a device dependent mode is entered. In this mode, plotted information is not
scaled based on the surface area of the device. The information will be plotted with the
same dimensions on whatever output device is used. This mode may cause information on
a graph to be clipped if a graph is drawn on a deviee smaller than the frame.

If a length type is not given in the SET LAIITS command, a device independent mode is
entered. In this mode, the objects drawn by the user will be scaled so that the entire
graph fits on the output deviee. The device independent mode scales the frame based on
the size of the deviee much like the window is scaled into the frame.

When the graphics system is started the following values are assumed:

COMMAND

SET UNITS
SET SIZE
SET FRAME
SET WINDOW

INITIAL VALL.E

Device Independent
Square
(o,o), (roo,1oo)
(o,o), (too,roo)
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The following relationships exist

@ttt\4AfS

SET tj.llTs

SET STZE

SET FRAI"E

between the SET eommands:

ALSO nSSrfS

SET FRAN4E
SET WINDOW

SET FRAIVIE
SET MNDOW

SET MNDOW

1-r2



SELECTING DATA

Before a decision is made about how a partieular graph should look, the user must decide
what data should be used. In the simplest case, the data exists in one file in the exact
f ormat desired. To_ create a graph of this information the file need only be opened (using
a RELATE OPEN FILE command) and then a DRAW command (such as'DRAW SALES BV
YEAR) can be issued.

More likely, however, the data exists in several separate files, separate databases (in the
case of IMAC€/1000) or in a very detailed format. In this case, a RELATE SELECT
command can be issued prior to the DRAW command. The graphics system uses the
results of the selection for the graph. By using a SELECT command the d'ata can be:

1) Consolidated through the use of aqgregates.

2) Obtained from many related sources at one time.

1) Transformed through the use of expressions which can include trigonometric,
logarithmic, date and character functions.

' 4) Subset to display only what is relevant.

This very powerful flexibility to combine and calculate data can also be used to specify
various other items that affect the appearance of a qaph. This is possible beeause most
values in the DRAW commands can be specified as expressions or constants.

I.I]
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SECTION 2

COMMANDS





O-OSE PLOTFILE

O-OSE PLOTFILE

Closes the currently open plotfile.

Since only one plotfile can be open at a time, no filename is necessary. An OPEN
PLOTFILE command need not have been entered, as a plotfile is automatically opened
when any GRAF commands are issued. The plotfile is saved into the domain specified
when the file was created.

2-L



CL(xiB PLOTEILB

BIAIIPLBS:

The currently open plot file can be closed with the CLOSE PTOTFILE
command. The conmand will not generate an error if a plot file is not
oPen.

,cLosE PLOTFTLE
)

b2



CREATE PLOTFILE plotfilename
[ ; RE TENTION= PERMA t\ENT/T EMP ORA RY/N ONE]

Create a named plotfile which can be used to generate graphs at a later time.

plotf ilename

CREATE PLOTFILE

Required. The name of the plot file to be created. The name must
be a valid MPE file name and must not presently exist as a permanent
file (or in the domain given if the RETENTION keyword is used).

Optional. Speeifies the domain in which the file should be saved. By
default the file is saved in the permanent domain. If the RETENTION
is TEMPORARY, the f ile is purged when the user logs of f . tf the
RETENTION is NONE, the file is purged when it is closed.

a CREATE PLOTFILE eommand will causie any previously opened plot

RETENTION

The execution of
file to be closed.

2-3



CRBATE PLOTEILE

EXAI{PLES:

A plot file may be explicitly created and saved by the user. This is -
uslful if graph generation ii done in a job. Normally, the user is not
concerned with siving the results of a graph and the plot file
management can be left to GMF.

) CRBATE PLOTFILE JOBI; RETETIIION=TBMP
THE NJOB1N FILE HAS BEEN CREATED AS A TEMPORARY PLOT FILE.
)

H



DRAW ARC

DRAW ARC
START=angle
;FINISH=angle

;RADIUS=radius
[;AT=x,Y]

[;COLOR=color]
[;LINETYPE=linetype]

an atrc (or a set of arcs) in the current frame.Draws

START

FINISH

RADIUS

AT

COLOR

LINETYPE

Required. Must be followed by an expression that gives the starting
angle of the arc. Zero degrees is at the J o'clock position. The angle
is measured in the counterclockwise direction.

Required. Must be followed by an expression that indicates the finish
angle of the arc. Zero degrees is at the I o'clock position. The angleis measured in degrees in a counterclockwise direction. An arc witn
the same start and finish angle represents a complete circle.

Required. Must be followed by an expression that indicates the radius
of the are. The radius of the are must be expressed in the current
units system. A radius of zero will not cause an arc to be drawn. A
negative radius is an error.

optional. If speeified, an x and Y position must foilow. This
coordinate represents the center of the are and must be expressed in
the eurrent unit system. If not specified, the are is assumed to be
centered at the current pen position.

optional. If specified, this must be followed by an expression which
represents the color to be used. If not specified, r is assumed. A
zero represents no color. See the Colors and Textures appendix for
more information.

optional. If specified, this must be followed by an expression which
represents the linetype to be used. If not specified, 1 is assumed. If
a Iine type of zero is used, no line is drawn. A negative line type is
an error.

If any of the expressions contain fields, an arc will be drawn for each record read from
the current file. If fields are not used in the command only a single arc will be drawn.

2-5



DRAT ARC

BIA}IPI,8S:

The system can be used to draw circles and arcs. This capability is
useful- when creating overhead transparencies as weII as complex shapes
required by applications Programs.

t{hen an arc is drawn, the starting and ending angles, the radius, and
usually the center are specified. The angles are measured counter
clockwise from the 3 orclock position. The radius and center must be
in the current units system.

)DRAfl ARC STAR[=O; FII|ISE=90; RADIUS=2; AT={rtl
)DRAH ARC STAR[=90; FINISE=I20; RADIUS=3; AT='lrtl
) Pr0r

24



Normal1y, a single arc is drawn
expression containing a field)
for each record in the file.

DRAT ARC

for each command. If a field (or an
is used in the command an arc is drawn

) oPEN FrLE ARCS
) PRINT

$LINE RAD

1 1.0
2 L.5
3 2.0
4 2.5
5 3.0

5 LINES PRINTED.
)DRAII ARC START=180; FINISE=27O; RADIUS=RADi AF4,{
} PLCIT

2-7
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Draws a barehart
the yspec(s).

xsPee

yspec

FORMAT

KEY

TITLE

SI-ETITLE

DRAW BARCHART

DRAW BARCI-IART yspec L...1 BY xspec
[;F ORMA T= Cl_ US TERE D/S TA CKE D]

[;KE Y=keyspec]
[;TIT LE= titlespec]

[ ;S LJB TIT LE= ti tles pe c]
[;LEGEND=legendspec]

[ ;F RA MEdcolorf, li netype]l

of the data represented by the xspec against the data represented by

Required. The speeification . of the x field. The specification may
contain only a f ield name (or an expression) or it may be a more
complex entity describing seale sizes, axis positions, character fonts,
etc. Only a single xspee may be speci f ied. For a complete
description of the options available see rhe FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
seetion.

Required. The specification . of the y field. The specification may
contain only a f ield name (or an expression) or it may be a more
ggmplex entity describing the scale of the axis, line types, eolors, etc.
Multiple y field specifieations may be given. only the first
specifieation may eontain information about the axis. For a complete
description of the options available see the FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
seetion.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by either
CLUSTERED or STACKED. If CLUSTERED is speeified, multiple bar
charts will be drawn as adjacent bars. If STACKED is specified,
multiple bar charts will be drawn stacked on top of each other. If
FORMAT is not specified, CLUSTERED is assumed.

optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a fieldname
or an expression from the current path. The KEY option is used when
multiple yspecs are desired, and the data for the different yspecs are
contained in the same field in the file, but in different records. The
key option specifies another field in the file that can be used to
distinguish the yspecs. The sET option in the field speeification
specifies the value of the key field for each yspec.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that deseribes the title for the graph. For a complete description of
the options available for the title see the TITLE SpECIFICATIONS
section.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the subtitle for the graph. The subtiile will appear
below the title (if the title appears) and the lettering will be slightly
smaller. For a complete description of the options available for the
subtitle see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS section.

2-9



DRAW BARCHART

LEGEND

FRA t"€

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes tfE tegends that sl"nuld be placed on the 9radl to
annotate the &awing. If not specified, no legends will be drawn. For -a complete description of the options available see the LECEND
SPECIFICAflCNS sectim.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by valtes for color or
liretype or both. This determires the appearanee of the outer frame
around the entire graph. If color is not specified, one is assumed. If
liretype is not specified, one is assumed. If either value is zeror no
line will be dawn. See the COLORS and TEXTURES section for more
inf ormation.
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BIG}TPLES:

Bar charts can be drawn to represent discrete data.case, only two fields need be specified.

)oPEN FrLE GRSALBS
} PRINT

$T,TNN DATE ACTUAL PROJECTED

DRAW BARCEART

fn the simplest

L L/3L/8L 0.82
2 2/28/8L L.23
3 3/3t/8L L.76
4 4/30/8L 1. ee5 5/3L/8L 2.34
6 6/30/8L 2.87
7 7 /3L/8L 3.L2
I 8/3L/8L 3.5s
9 9/30/8L 3.98

10 L0/3L/8L 4.02
r1 Lt/30/8L 4.07
L2 L2/3L/8r 4.ls

L2 LTNES PRINTED.
) DRA[{ BARCHART AeruAL BY
} PLCIT

1.43
L.77
2.83
2.54
2.89
3.03
3.05
3.40
3.70
3.90
4. I0
4.23

$noNTE (DATE, I)

4.5

/t.O

5.5

3.O

2.5

2.O

1.5

1.O

o.5

FEB IIAR APR UEV
g.g Ll-

JA^I

2-r1



DRAT BARCEART

Bar charts may be annotated with titles, subtitles, Iegends, and axis
information.

)DRAH BARCEARI AefUAL, (PRO.IBCTBD; SEADE=9) &
&) BY $rioNTE(DArE,1) &

&) i TITLE='ACTUAL vs. PROJECTED SALBST &

t) i LBGEND=( (rAefUAL') , ('PROJECIED'i SEADE=9) )
) Pr0r

ACTUAL VS. PROJECTED SALES
ACTUAL PRq'ECTEDI F===

4.5

4.O

3.5

3.O

2.C

2.O

1.5

1.O

o.5

o.o JAN FEB IIAR APR T|AY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT Nc)\/ OEC
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DRAW BARCEART

Bars in a barchart may be stacked in order to represent subtotals and
totals simultaneously. The positions of titles and legends may be
user-specified. If an outer frame is not ca1led for, it can be
eliminated by specifying zeto for linetype or color on the FRAME
keyword.

} OPEN FILE REVENT'E
) PRINT

$LINE YEAR COMPUTER TEST I'{EDICAL INST

I 1976
2 L977
3 r978
4 L979
s 1980
6 r981
7 L982
I 1983
9 1984

10 1985

1O LINES PRINTED.

4s0 493
576 581
744 732

I060 986
1sr0 1200
t77L 1349
2L40 1550
2675 L920
332s 2300
4200 2765

120 58
13s 76
163 98
193 L22
230 159
273 185
305 205
35s 235
405 270
475 310

2-L3



DRAT BARCEART

)DRAW BARCBARr COilPITTER, (TEST;SEADB=2) , (I'IBDICAL;SEADE=7) ,&
s) (INST;SEADB=13) BY YIBAR; t
s) PORIIAT=STACKBD; &

s) IITLB= ('RE\IEIIITB FROU ALL DMSIONSTT ,t
s ) f,BGENIts (POSIUON=TTOP T CENTER, ( rCOl{PUfBR') 

r t
s) ( 'TBST' ;SEADB=2) , ('II{BDICAL' ;SEAI)B=7} , &
s) (TINSTR';SEADE=13) ); t
t ) FRNIB=O
) Prp[

REVENUE FROM ALL DIVISIONS
COMPUTER TEST UEDICAL INSTRI lmrm 

-l 
@

2-L4

to@

70oo

cooo

looo

.IOOO

50oo

20oo

rooo

o 1978 1e7e 1980 19E1 1ea2 1

:€
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DRAW BOX

DRAW BOX SZE=width, height
[;AT=x,y]

[;SHADE=shade]
[;LINE TYPE=linetype]

[;COLOR=eolor]
[;JUSTIFY= justify]

Draws a box of the specified size.

SIZE

AT

SHADE

LINETYPE

COLOR

JUSTIFY

Required. Specif ies the width and height of the box in the current
unit system.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by expressions
f or the x and y coordinates in relation to which the box wiil be
placed (see the JUSTIFY parameter). The default is zero, zero.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by an expression
that indicates what shade type to use inside the box. Two overlapping
shade types may be specified by entering a 4-digit number. If 'not
specified, zero is assumed. See the Colors and Teitures appendix for
more information.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by an expression
indicating the linetype to be used in drawing the box. If not
speeified, one is assumed. If a line type of zero is used, no line is
drawn. A negative line type is an error. see the Colors and Textures
appendix for more information.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
representing the color to be used in drawing and shading the box. if
not specified, one is assumed. A zero represents no color. See the
Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

optional. If specified, this keyword rnust be followed by an expression
indicating how the box will be aligned in relation to the point
specified with the AT parameter. The default is one; meaning the
bottom left corner of the box will be aligned. Two is the center left
side, three is the top left side, four is the bottom center, and so on
through nine whieh is the top right corner.
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DRATT BOX

BXNIPLBS:

Boxes can

) DRArf
) DRAW

) PIOT

be drawn to nearly any specification.

BOX SIZB=L12; AT=0r0; SEADB=I|
BOX SIZB=3rI; AT=210

The justification of the box indicates its relation to the iATri point.

)DRAII tt[ARf,ER 6; Nf=2,2
)rlorB DEtrAt LT JUSTITTCATION
)DRAIT BOX SIZB=Irli AT=2,2
) NCIfB BROKBN LIIIB
)DRAI| BOX SIZB=lrli AT--2r2i
)NqlB DqETBD LIIB
)DRAW BOX SIZB=1,1i Ar-2r2i
) Prdt

IS 1; SOLID trINB BOX

JUSTIFY=S; LII[B[YPE=6

WSTIFY=9; LINE[I?B=8

I

I
I

I
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Draws a graph
represented by

ysPec

xspec

KEY

TITLE

SL-E}TITLE

LEGEND

DRAW GRAPH

DRAW GRAPH yspec L...1 AY xspec
[;KEY=keyspec]

[;TIT LE=titlespee]
[;S UBTIT LE= titlespec]
[;LEC€ND=legendspec]

[ ;F RA MEdcol orf, I i netypeli

(or scattergram) of the data represented by the xspec against the data
the yspec(s).

Required. The specificatim of the y field. The specification may
eontain only a f ield name (or an expression) or it may be a more
complex entity describing the seale of the axis, Iine types, colors, etc.
Multiple y field specifications may be given. Only the first
specification may eontain information about the axis. For a complete
description of the options available see the FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
seeti on.

Required. The specifieation of the x field. The specification may
contain only a f ield name (or an expression) or it may be a more
complex entity describing scale sizes, axis positions, character fonts,
etc. Only a single xspec may be specif ied. For a eomplete
description of the options available see the FIELD SPECIFICATIONS
secti on.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a fieldname
or an expression from the current path. The KEY option is used when
multiple yspecs are desired, and the data for the different yspecs are
contained in the same field in the file, but in different records. The
key option specifies another field in the file that can be used to
distinguish the yspecs. The SET option on the field specification
specifies the value of the key field for each yspec.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the title for the graph. For a complete description of
the options available for the title see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS
secti on.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that deseribes the subtitle for the graph. The subtitle will appear
below the title (it tne title appears) and the lettering will be slightly
smaller. For a complete deseription of the options available for the
subtitle see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS section.

Optional. If specified, the keyword inust be followed by information
that describes the Iegends that should be placed on the graph to
annotate the drawing. If not specified, no legends will be drawn. For
a complete description of the options specif ied see the LEGEND
SPECIFICATIONS section.
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DRAW GRAPH

FRANE Optional. If specified, this must be followed by values for color or
linetype or both. This determines the appearance of the outer frame
arotnd the entire $aph. If color is not specified, one is assumed. If
linetype is not specified, one is assumed. If either value is zero, no
frame will be drawn. See the Colors and Textures appendix for more
information.

To daw a scattergram, a LINET\PE of zero should be specified in each of the
appropriate yspecs. A LINETYPE of zero prevents lines frcm being drawn.
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DRAW GRAPE

BXA.}IPLES:

The DRAW GRAPH command can be used to draw line graphs, seattergrams,
and graphs containing both types of data representation. Norma11y,
each variable on a graph is contained within a field in a file.

) OPEN F'ILE REVENI'E
) PRrt{T

$LINE YEAR COIIPUTER TEST I\,IEDICAL INST

1 t976
2 L977
3 1978
4 L979
5 1980
6 1981
7 L982
8 1983
9 1984

10 1985

IO LINES PRINTED.

4s0 493
57 6 581
744 732

1060 986
1510 1200
L77L 1349
2L40 1550
2675 1920
3325 2300
4200 2765

L20 58
13s 76
153 98
193 L22
230 159
273 185
305 205
355 235
405 270
475 310
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DRAN GRAPE

In this example the file represents sales history and projections for
divisions of a company. To generate a graph from t,his information the
user needs to inform RELATE of the fields to comPare. RELATE will
automatically determine axis values and scale the graph accordingly.

}DRAW GRAPE HBDTCAI, BY IBAR
) Prps

500

4tto

400

550

500

230

200

130

lTeh' 1080 19E11979

*20



DRAI{ GRAPE

The data placed on the graph can be the result of a SELECT command.
The SELECT command can be used to arithmetically manipulate,
aggregate, or subset the data to display only the relevent portions.
In the example below, only historic information is displayed.

)SELEef TCIIAI"=COIIIPIIIER+TEST+IIBDICAL+INST, I-EAR IIEBRB IIEAR<=1982
) DRAII GRAPE TCXIAL BY Y-BAR
) PLOI

+ttoo

4000

3500

3000

2500

2000

1 500

l00?076
1977 1 97E 1979 rgEO 1 981 1982

) SELECT
DE-SELECTED. THE CURRENT PATH IS "REVENUE'I.
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DRAN GRAPE

Tit1es and subtitles can easily be added. The user need only be
concerned with the text, font, and color, and not the placement.

) DRArf GRAPE @lrPtlrtsR BI IBAR r
&) i TITLB='CORPORAB RE\IBNUBS' t
S) ; SIIBTITLB='FROII CIUPUTtsR BQUIPTIBIT'
) Pror

CORPORATE REVENUES
FROM COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

+300

4000

5300

5000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

?es
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DRAW GRAPB

Several variables may be placed on the same graph. Colors, linetyp€sr
or markers can be used to differentiate between the data. Legends ean
then be used to define the data.

)DRAW GRAPE COMPITER, (TBST; f,I[BTYPB=2) BY YEAR &
r) ; LBGEND=((iCOI|P[I[BRS!), &

&) ('TEST At{D I{EASURBI,IENT'; LINB[Y?B=2}) &
&) ; TITLE='CORPORATE RE\IBNI BST
) PLCIr

CORPORATE REVENUES
COMPUTERS TEST A}ID MEASURET'ENT

+!too

4000

5500

3000

2500

2000

1 500

1000

500

,11- I I r r ' ' ' ' -

Yeze teTz tiza 1979 tgEo 19E1 19E2 1gEs 1gE/t 19E5
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DRAW GRAPE

The DRAW GRAPH command can also
including a ITIARKER type on the yspec

) oPEN FrLE rN@HE
) PRrlrT

$LINE COLLEGE SALARY

be used to create scattergrams bY
and setting the LINETYPE to zero.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
I1
L2
I3
14
I5
15
L7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

34 LINES PRINTED.

15.0
18 .5
17 .0
17.3
18 .5
19 .0
20.0
17 .0
19 .0
19.3
19.0
18.5
21.0
19 .7
2L.0
23.0
22.5
26.0
24.5
28.0
26.5
24.0
28.7
27 .0
27 .5
32.0
30.0
28.3
32.0
35.0
30.0
36.0
31.0
32.5
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DRAI{ GRAPE

) DRAW GRAPE (SALARY;N(IS= (TITLE='SAI"ARY (TEOUSAIIDS Of DOITLARI|)') it
&) }IARXER=1;LINB[IPB=0) &
&) BY (COLLBGB;AXIS=(TfTr.n=TIBARS Of COLLEGB.));e
e) TITLB='SALARY VS EDUCATION.;&
&) ST,BTITLE=.BASBD ON CORPORATB PBR.SoN}JBL FIr.Rsr
) PLCIr

SALARY VS EDUCATION
BASED ON CORPOMTE PERSONNEL FILES

a
E
5
oo
Lo
aoz
6
:)o
-

E.

s
6

36

5/f

32

50

2A

26

21

22

20

18

16

1.j
2 515

YEARS OF COLLEGE

6 8

*
*

t

*

*
*

*
*
*
f
*
*

*

*
*
t
*

*
*

)

comprete descriptions of the content of the xspec, yspex, keyspec,titlespec, and legendspec are given in indiviauai seclions raiei inthe manual.
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Draws a

sPec

FORMAT

KEY

TITLE

SIJBTITLE

LEGEND

DRAW HISTOGRAM

DRAW HISTOGRAM spec[,,...]
[;FORMA T= O_ US TERED/S TACKED]

[;KEY=keyspec]
[;TITLE= titlespec]

[;S LJBTIT LE= titlespec]
[;LEfEND-legendspec]

[ ;F RA MEdcol orf, li net ype]l

histogram indicating the distribution of the data given in the specification.

Required. The speeification for the field(s) for whieh the distribution
will be plotted. The specification(s) may be a field name or it may
be a more complex entity deseribing the ranges and shades for each.
For a eomplete description of the options available see the FIELD
SPECIFICATIONS section.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by either
CLUSTERED or STACKED. If CLUSTERED is specified, mulriple
histogram eharts will be drawn as adjaeent bars. If STACKED is
specified, multiple bars will be drawn staeked on top of each other.
If FORMAT is not specified CLUSTERED is assumed.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a fieldname
or an expression from the eurrent path. The KEY option is used when
multiple yspecs are desired, and the data for the different yspecs are
contained in the same field in the file, but in different records. The
key option specifies another field in the file that can be used to
distinguish the yspecs. The SET option in the field specification
specifies the value of the key field for each yspec.

optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the title for the graph. For a complete description of
the options available f or the title see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS
secti on.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the subtitle for the graph. The subtitle will appear
below the title (if the title appears) and the lettering will be slightly
smaller. For a complete description of the options available for the
subtitle see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS seetion.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that deseribes the legends that should be placed on the qraph to
annotate the drawing. If not specified, no legends will be drawn. For
a complete description of the options available see the LEGEND
SPECIFICA TIONS section.
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DRAW HISTOGRAM

FRAN€ Optional. If used, this keyword must be followed by values for color 
-or linetype or both. This detemines the appearance of the outer

frame around the entire histognam. If color is not specified, one is
asgumed. If linetype is not specified, one is assumed. If either value
is zero, no frame will be drawn. See the Colors and Textures
appendix for more information.
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DRAW EI;TOGRAU

BXAIIIPLES:

Histograms can be drawn to represent the distribution of discrete
data. Unlike barcharts and line graphs only a single field need be
specified to draw the chart. The system automatically calculates the
ranges assigned to the bars.

) oPBN E ILE SAIT|PLES
IL/L5 PRINT

STINE PRESSURE

0.01
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.0s
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.o2
0.03

I5 LINES PRINTED.
)NOTE TEESE ARE ONLY TEE FIRST 15 LINES OF TEE FrLB.
)NOTE TEERE IS I,IUCE MORE DATA TN TEE FTLE TEAN IS SEOIIN EERE.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

9
10
11
L2
13
14
15
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DBAT EIYTOGRAI{

l DRAr EISTTOGnAH PRBSSITnB t
r) ; TITLB='PRBSSURB DISIRIBITII(X|' t
gi ; SIIBTIItB-'Underuater teet 123'
! Pror

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Underwoter test f23

30

23

20

15

10

5

o
-o.o250.o25 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.223 0.
o.o25 0.075 0.125 0.175 0.223 0.275 0.

0.375 0,4,23 0.473
0.123 0.173 0.525
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DRAW LABEL

DRAW LABEL text
hAT=x,Yl

[;SIZE= wi dth,height]
[;SLAM=slant]
[;ANGLE=angle]
[;COLOR=color]

[;FONT=font]
[ ;J US TIF Y=[ T OP /CTNT ER iB OT T O MI, LE F T/ CE NT ER/RI GHT]]

label in the current frame.Draws a

text

AT

SIZE

SLANT

ANG_E

COLOR

FONT

An expression (or quoted constant) which will be converted to
characters and drawn.

Optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by expressions
indicating an x and y position of the start of the label. The label's
lower left hand eorner is normally at the given position. This can be
changed with the JUSTIFY option. If not specified, the label will be
drawn starting at the eurrent pen position. If the graph is drawn with
color sequencing (see the PLOT command) the AT keyword should
always be speeified.

Optional. If specif ied, this keyword must be f ollowed by expressions
that represent the height and width of each eharacter in the label. If
not specified, the height is assumed to be ?/o of the height of the
frame and the width is assumed to be 1% of the width of the cument
f rame.

Optional. If speeified, lhis keyword must be followed by an expression
that represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a
clockwise direction and negative slants rotate eounterclockwise. If not
specified, the slant is assumed to be zero.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by an expression
indicating the angle at which the text will be plotted. The angle is
measured counterclockwise from zero at the I o'clock position. If not
specified, zero is assumed.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by an expression
which represents the color to be used. If not specified, l is assumed.
A zero represents no color. see the colors and Textures appendix for
more information.

Optional. If specified, this keyword must, be followed by an expression
which represents the print font to be used. If not speeified, a zero is
assumed. see the colors and Textures appendix for more information.

optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by one or two
position keywords. These keywords indicate what part of the label
should be placed at the given (or assumed) X and Y position. If not
specified, BOTTOM and LEFT are assumed.

JUSTIFY
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DRAW LABEL

If any of the expressions cuntain fields, a label will be drewn for each record read from
the current file. If fielda are not used in the command only a single label will be drawn.
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DRAT LABEL

EI(AIIPLES:

The AT option specifies the location around which a label will bejustified. If a JUSTIFy keln^rord is not specified the position
indicates the lower left hand corner of the first charactei of thelabe1.

)DRef LABEL TSTARTII|G AT 1.0, 0.5.; AT=I.0,0.5
)DRAfl LABEL oSTARTING AT 3.0, O.B.; AT=3.OrO.g
) PLO|r

STARTING AT J.O, O.B

SIARIING AT 1.0, 0.5
If the JUSTIFY kelneord is used, the text can be justified at thecorners or midpoints of the label.

)DRAF LABEL TCENTERED ON TIIB TJABEL'; AT=1.0,I.0
)DRnf LABEL rLEfT JUSTIFIEDT ; AT=4 .O 12.Oi JUSTIEr=BU1TOMTRIGET
)DRAII LABEL rRrcET JusTrFrEDi ; AT=4 .o 12.oi JUsTrHf=ToprLEpr
) PLOT

LEFT JUSTlFltDRrcH, 
JUSTTFTrD

CTNTTRED ON THE LABIL

The slant of text can be controlled. The slant is measured from thevertical. A positive slant rotates the text crockwise t d n"gitirr"slant rotates counter clockwise.

)DRAF T,ABEL rcLocKwrsE (Bosrrr\rE sLAtiIT).; AT=2.5r1.0; s1,Nfr=r5
) DRAF LABEL rcot NTER clocKwrsE (NEcATr\rB StAliIT) . ; AT=2.0,1.5; &E) SLANT=.25
} PLOT

\S\\\\R \\\\\\\I \SSNUI \NN\
cLocKwtst (eosnv[ suNr)
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DBAI [,ABE[.

The angle can also be controlled. The angle is neasured counter
clockwise from the 3 o'clock position.

) sBE PRIIB o ro rT .7
)DRAr r.ABEL TNORIIAL t'BXf (not rotated)r; Af-l.lrl.Oi AIIGLB=0
lDnAf tABBf, TRCIfATBD 90 DBGREEST; AT-|.Oe{.li AIIGLB=9O
,DRAr LABBL IRCIIATED 180 DBGREES'; a1=J.trl.o; AIfGLE=18o
)DnAf f.ABEIr IR(IIATBD 225 DEGRBBST; AT'-3.9t3.9i trlIGLB=225
)DnAr T,ABBL .RCITATED 270 DEGREtsS'; Ar={.0r3.9; AIIGLB=-90
) Pr0r

rlt
E'cz
<9lr,6
o
CD

B
E

$Bug:ro osr crvlou.;URUAL 
TDfi (not rot.ted)

..s a
^.&" N)s'=s"- E

Hu't
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DRAW LABBL

By default, the system only draws one label for each execution of the
LABEL command. rf a fieldname is included anywhere in the command, onelabel is drawn for each record in the data fi1e.

) OPEN TII,B I,ABELS
) PRINT

$LINETEXT X YFONT

1 At=4.0, 4.0i Font=l 4 4 I
2 At=3.0r 3.0i Font=2 3 3 2
3 At=2.0r 2.0i Font=3 Z 2 3
4 At=1.0r I.0i Font=4 I I 4

4 LINES PRINTED.
) DRAW LABBL TBXI ; AIEX, y ; FONT=FOI|T
) PLCI

At=4.0, 1.0; Font=l

.0=3.0, 3.0 Srts2

At=2.0, 2.0; [ont=3

ll=1.[, l.ll; ftd=4
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Draws a line

TO

DRAW LI}€

DRAW LIT€
TGx,y[,zJ

[;FROM=x,yLz}]
[;COLOR=eolor]

[;LINETYPE=linetype]
[;VIE WPOINT=x,y,z]

(or set of lines) between the given points.

Required. An x, y and possibly a z position must follow the keyword.
The line will end at this point. If the data for the lines comes from afile the f irst record wil I move the pen to the indicated position.
Subsequent records will actually &aw lines.

optional. If specified, an xt y and possibly a z position must follow
the keyword. The line will be started at this point. If not specified,
the line will be started at the current pen position. If the z
coordinate is speeified here it must also be specified in the TO clause.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by an expression which
represents the color to be used. If not speeified, 1 is assumed. A
zero represents no eolor. See the Colors and Textures appendix for
more information.

Optional. If specified, an expression whieh indicates the line type to
be used must f ollow. For a description of the line types see the
Colors and Textures appendix. If a line type of zero is used, no line is&awn. A negative line type is an error.

Requireg- if a z eoordinate was specified in the starting or endingpoints. If specified, an x, yt and z coordinate must t6ltow. Th;
coordinates of the line drawn will be transformed and plotted as if
they had been viewed from this position looking towards the origin. If
not specified, (0r0,0) is assumed.

FROM

COLOR

LINETYPE

VIE WPOINT

If any of the expressions contain fields, a line will be dawn for each record read from
the current file. If fields are not used in the command only a single line will be dawn.
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DRAfl TIIIB

BTA}IPI,BS:

Line drawings may be made directly by the user. The drawings
2 or 3 dimensions. I{hen lines are drawn the user must
ending position, and normally a starting Position. The
control- over the line type and the color of the line.

)DRAII LINB FRO[i=1.0r1.0i 1OE3.0r1.0; LfNEfYPE=1
i pmw LrttB FRott=3.0r1.0i 1'o-3.0r3.0; LrtfErt?B-2
iomr LrrtE FRott=3.0r3.0i $o=1.0r1.0; LrtfElrPB-3
I ProT

can be in
specify an
user has

./,/l./' I./I./i
/./'' I

./|./l

If lines are draw in three
change the point from which

)oPEN PrLB LrNBS
) PRIIIT

$LINE X Y Z

IO LINES PRINTED.
) sBT [rNrrs .25 TNCEES

a viewpoint may be sPecified to
is observed.

dimensions
the object

r000
2400
3440
4040
5000
5004
7404
8444
9044

10004
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DRATI LIITE

) DRAI LIIIB TffFXrY ,Zi VIBHPOfXT=-8 .0 , -5.0 , -I0.0
)Prcr
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Draws a marker at

markertype

AT

COLOR

DRAW MARKER

DRAW MARKER [markertype;] AT=xry
[;COLOR=color]

the specified location.

optional. Must be an expression determining the type of marker to be
printed. Defaults to one. see the colors and rextures appendix for
more information.

Required. Must be followed by expressions f or the x and y
coordinates where the marker will be placed.

optional. If specified, must be followed by an expression determining
the color of the marker. If not specified, one is assumed. see th;
Colors and Textures appendix for more information.
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DRAT IiARKER

BXATIPI,ES:

The DRAW MARKER command will draw narkers
current units.

) oPEt prr,B uARxs
) PRINT

$tINE II{TYPE X Y

r112
2222
3332
4442
5sll
6 6 21
7731
8841

8 LINES PRINTED.
) DRAI| UARNBR IIIYPB 3 AT-I, Y
) Prpr

at locations based on the

oA+*

ooo
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DRAW T€WPAGE

DRAW T€WPAGE

Causes any following graphics eommands to be plotted on the next page.

On graphic CRTs, this will eause the sel€en to be cleared. On form-fed graphics
deviees, this will eause a formfeed to occun.

On single-sheet plotters, this will have no effect unless WAIT is specified on the PLOT
command.

To cause GRAF to pause before doing each NEWPAGE, use the WAIT parameter on the
PLOT command.
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DRAW }€WPAGE
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DRAW PIECHART

DRAW PIECHART amotnt
[;L ABEL= labelspe c{, I abelspe e]l

[;5LANT=slant]
[;COLOR=color]

[;FONT=font]
[;EXPLODE=explode]

[;SHADE=shade]
[;START=angle]

[;TITLE=titlespec]
[;S UBTIT LE= titl espe e]
[;LEGEND=legendspec]

[ ;F RA ME{colorf, li netvpe]l

Draws a pie ehart centered within the current frame.

amount Required. An expression that represents the size of each of
segments. Each segment is proportioned based on the sum of
amounts in the file. The amounts may be in any unit system
must all be positive or negative.

LABEL optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a valid label
specification as defined below. If not specified, labels are not drawn.
If two labelspecs are specified, the first label will be drawn on the
inside of the pie slices and the second will be drawn on the outside.
If only the first labelspec is specified, an attempt will be made to prt
the label on the inside of the pie slicesl but if it will not fit, ine
label will be placed on the outside.

optional. If specified, this must be followed by a value that
represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a cloekwise
direction and negative slants rotate counterclockwise. If not specified,
the slant is assumed to be zero.

optional. If specif ied, this must be f olrowed by a value which
represents the color to be used for eaeh section of the chart. If not
speeified, I is assumed. A zero represents no eolor. see the Colors
and Textures appendix for more information.

optional. If speci.fied, .the keyword must be followed by an expression
which represents the print font to be used to label eaeh section of thechart. If not specified, a zero is assumed. see the colors and
Textures appendix for more information.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a constant or
expression that gives the starting angle of the first section of the piechart. Tero degrees is in the J o'clock position. The angle' is
measured in degrees in a counterelockwise direction. If not 

"pe-ified,the starting angle is assumed to be zero.

SLANT

COLOR

the
the
but

FONT

START
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DRAW PIECI.IART

EXPLODE

SHADE

TTTLE

St.BTITLE

LEGEND

FRAtvE

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
that indicates which sections of the pie to pull out of the chart. If
not speeified no seetions are exploded. If the expression evaluates to a

non-zero value, the section of the pie will be exploded.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
that indicates what shade type to use on each seetion of the chart.
Two overlapping shade types may be specif ied by entering a 4-digit
number. If not specified, zero is assumed. See the Colors and
Textures appendix for more information.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the title for the graph. For a complete description of
the options available for the title see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS
section.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the subtltle for the graph. The subtitle will apPear
below the title (it it appears) and the lettering will be slightly
smaller. For a complete description of the options available for the
subtitle see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS seetion.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be f ollowed by inf ormation
that describes the legends that should be placed on the graph to
annotate the drawing. If not specified, legends will not be drawn. See
the LEGEND SPECIFICATIONS section for more information.

Optional. If used, this keyword must be followed by expressions for
color or linetype or both. This determines Ehe appearance of the
outer frame around the piechart. If color is not specified, one is
assumed. If linetype is not specified, one is assumed. If either value
is zero, no frame will be drawn. See the Colors and Textures
appendix for more information.
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DRAW PIECI-IART

A label specification may be composed of the following:

textexpression
or

(textexpression
[;COLOR=color]
[;SLANT=slant]
[;FONT=font]

textexpression Required. An expression that is used to label each section of the
pieehart. Multiple line labels may be generated by separating each
logical line with a vertieal bar character ("1").

COLOR

SLANT

FONT

Optional. If speeified, this must be f ollowed by a value which
represents the color to be used for the label. If not specified, I is
assumed. A zero represents no color. See the Colors and Textures
appendix for more information.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a value that
represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a clockwise
direction and negative slants rotate counterclockwise. If not specified,
the slant is assumed to be zero.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
which represents the print font to be r.rsed to label each section of the
chart. If not specified, a zero is assumed. See the Colors and
Textures appendix for more information.
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DRAW PIBCEART

BXNIPT.ES:

To draw a pie chart the user need only specify an expression which
represents the value of the pie slices. Normally, an expression is
also specified for the labe1s of each segment. When only a single
label is specified the system will place the label in the segment if
possibre, otherwise, the raber is placed outside of the segment.

) OPEN FILB PIBDATA
) PRINT

$LINE PERCENT SEG!.IENT CO SH EX

I 49 u.s. BoxloFFrcE 3 o o
2 20 FOREIGN 2 4 O3 6vrDEolCeSSnrres 3 2 I
4 10 NETWORK TV 4 O O

5 I5PAYT\/ 2 L I
5 LINES PRINTED.
) DRAfl PIECEARI PERCENT; T ABBL=SBGIIIENT
) Pr0T
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DRAW PIBCEART

If two label specifications are provided, the system will place the
first value in the pie slice and the second outside of the s1ice. In
addition to controlling the placement of the labels the font, slant,
and color of both labels may be controlled.

) DRArr PTECEARI PERCEI|T e
s) , LABBL=9CONCAT(PBRCEDITT'I') , (SBGilENT; SLAIIT=I5)
) Prot
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DRAN PtsCEART

Titles, subtitles, and legends can be added to the chart.
Additionally, each segment can be exploded and can be colored and
shaded differently.

) DRAW PIBCEART PERCENT; LABBL=$COI|CAT (SEGUEI|T,' I 
"pBRCEtfT,.t') 

r
e) i TITLB=TENTERTAINUENT RB\IEL{IrBS' &

t) ; SIIBTITLB=IBY HARXBI SB@{ELIT! t
t) i SEADB=SE t
t) ; BXPLODB=BI
}PffIr

E}.ITERTAINMENT RMNUES
E/ IIAftGT SEGUB{T
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ERASE PLOTFILE

Erases the ctnrently open plotfile.

ERASE PLOTFILE
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ERASE PIIOTrIIJE

EXAIIIPLES:

The currently open plot file can be erased and reused if an error is
encountered during the execution of a GRAF command.

}ERASE PLOfFILB
)
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ffEN PLOTFILE

PEN PLOTFILE plotfilename
[ ;DOMAN=PE RMA NENT /TEtvP ORA RY]

Opens an existing plot file.

plotfilename Required. The name of an existing Plot file. The plot file must exist
in the permanent domain (or the domain given if the DOMAIN keyword
is used).

DOMAN Optional. Indicates the domain in which the plot file presently exists.
By default the plot file is assumed to exist in the permanent domain.
When the plot file is clmed it is kept into the same domain.

The execution of an OPEN PLOTFILE command will car.ne any previously opened plot file
to be clced.
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OPEN PI,OTNLE

BI(N.IPLES:

Plot files may be created and saved either in the permanent or
temporary domains. These plot files can subsequently be displayed.

)oPBN PLOTFILB JOB1
)
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PLOT

PLOT
IONTO devicename[;HPIB=hpibnumberll
ITO filenamel I;SEGTJENCE] [;WAITI

Plots the information from the currently open plot file onto the indicated device.

devicename Optional. A valid graphics deviee name. See the SET DEVICE
eommand for a list of currently supported devices. If not specifiedt
a sET DEVICE eommand must have been issued to inform the
system of the deviee tyPe.

HPIB Optional. If the graphics devlee is eonneeted by an HPIB interface,
this keyword is required. The keyword must be followed by the
correct device number.

TO Optional. If the output file is not $STDLIST, the actual name of
the file should be given here.

SEOUENCE Optional. If specified, the colors will be plotted in order, starting
with all of color 1, then all of color 2, and so forth.

WAIT Optional. If specified, the plotter will pause between eolors, or at
eaeh oceurrenee of a DRAW NEWPAGE eommand, until the
RETURN key is pressed. This allows each eolor to be plotted on a
different pieee of paper.

If more eolors are used than are supplied on the plotter, the PLOT command will plot
the number of colors supplied on the plotter, then wait to allow the operator to change
pens. Pressing RETURN will resume plotting. This is an automatic feature and does
not require any speeial input.

The output deviee should be turned on prior to the execution of the PLOT eommand.
RELATE eannot verify the status of the device and may hang or abort if the deviee is
not on.
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PLOlr

EXAITIPI,ES:

)PLOr ONTO sP722L
)
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PURGE PLOTFILE

Purges the currently open plotfile.

PURGE PLOTFILE
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PURGE PLOTEILE

EI(NIPLES:

The PURGE PLOTFILE command can be used to purge the currently open
plot file. The command can be used to remove a permanent plot file
after the graphs have been generated.

)PURGE PLOTFTLE
)
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COLOR

MARKER

SET EFAT.I-T

SET DEFAIIT LII\ETYPE=linetypel [rlinetype2 L...n
SET DEFATIT SHADE=shadel ["shade2 L...I]
SET DEFAIIT Cq-OR=colorl [rcolor2 [r...I]
SET DEFAIIT MARKER=markerl [rmarkerz L...]l

Sets the default values for the DRAW GRAPH, DRAW BARCHART, and DRAW
HISTOGRAM commands.

LNETYPE If used, this keyword may be followed by one or more values
indieating the linetypes to use in a GRAPH when plotting y-values. If
no linetypes are specified, the defaults are reset to the original GRAF
defaults. GRAF defaults are Lr2r3r4r5r6r7r8. See the Colors and
Textures appendix for more information.

If used, this keyword may be followed by one or more valtrs
indicating the shading to use in a BARCHART or HISTOCfi,AM wlen
plotting y-values. If no shades are specified, the defaults are reset to
the original GRAF defaults. GRAF defaults are 0rl5r4r1r10r19. See
the Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

If used, this keyword may be followed by one or more values
indicating the colors to use in a GRAPFT BARCHART, or HISTOGRAM
when plotting y-values. If no colors are specified, the defaults are
reset to the original GRAF defaults. GRAF defaults are Lr2r3r4. See
the Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

If used, this keyword must be f ollowed by one or more values
indicating the markertypes to use in a GRAPI-I BARCT-IART, or
HISTOGRAM when plotting y-values. If no markers are speeified, the
defaults are reset to the original GRAF defaults. GRAF defaults are
all zeroes. See the Colors and Textures appendix for more
information.

SHADE
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SBf DBFAULT

BXNIPI,ES:

The SET DEFAULT sets t,he defaults for one or more of the y-specs
listed in a DRAW command. The first integer of the SET DEFAULI sets
the default for the first y-spec, the second integer sets the default
for the second y-spec in the command, and so on.

) oPEDr Frr,B Rt\rBlrt B
} PRINT

$LINE YEAR COII{PUTER TEST IT{EDICAL INST

1 L976
2 L977
3 1978
4 L979
s 1980
6 1981
7 L982
8 1983
9 1984

10 1985

450 493
576 58r
744 732

1060 986
1sr0 I200
L77L 1349
2L40 1550
2675 L920
3325 2300
4200 276s

120
13s
153
193
230
273
305
355
405
475

s8
76
98

L22
1s9
185
205
235
270
310

IO TINES PRINTED.
)llOfts The original linetlpe defaults rere Lr213r1r...
)SBT DBFAITLT LINBTT?E=I,6 ,7 ,8
)DRAW GRAPE (COITPUTtsR) , (TtsST) , (HBDICAL) , (INST) By I-B,AR; &
S) T.BGBND=( (rCOllPtIfER') , ('TBST!) , (TUBDICAL') , ('INSTT) )
) ProT

COMPUTER TEST M@IE.AL INST

4500

aooo

3500

3000

2500

2000

r500

1000

500

1-'---
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SET DEFAULT

) NOIIE The original shade defaults were 0,15 ,4,L, . . .
) SBT DBFAULT SEAI)B=I ,O rL2 rL7
)DRAIf BARCEART (COtr{PIrfER), (TBST), (I,IEDICAL), (rNST) BY YEAR; s
t) LBGBT{D=( (TCOHPUTER'), ('TEST'}, ('}IEDICAL') , ('fNST') )
) PLCIr

COMPUTERI TEST MEDICALr INSTI
4ttoo

.fOOO

5500

5000

2500

2000

r500

1000

500

o
19E1 19E2 19E3 19E4 1985
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SET DEVICE

SET EVICE devicename [;FPlB=hpibnun6er]

Informs the system as to the expeeted output device type.

devicename

HPIB

The
are:

name of a supported graphics deviee. The supported devices

HPl5O/A/B
HP262' IA
HP2627lA
HPz647IAIF
HP2648lA
HP2680lA
HP2700
HP7?20AlC.lslT
HPT22rAlBlclSlr
HP7225A|B as HPIB
HP7225A|B as RS2l2
HP7240lA
HP7245IAIB
HP7470lA
HP7475lA
HP7550lA
HPT5gOIAIB
HP7585IAIB
HP7586IAIB
HP9B7?IAIB ICISIT
aMS1200

Optional. If the graphics deviee is connected by an HPIB interface,
this keyword is required. The keyword must be followed by the
correct deviee number.

If
is

the deviee type has been established, the system will issue a warning if an attempt
made to position the frame outside of the physieal device limits.
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SET DEVICB

BI(NIPI,ES:

The output device type may be established prior to the plotting of
graphs. After GRAF is informed of the device type the name need not
be included in any PLOT commands. ff the user's device is connected
with an IIPIB interface the device number can also be set up.

)sET DEVTCE HP2623
)
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SET FRA}'E

SET FRAtvf rurface

Sets en area based on the current device coordinate system into which graphic
information will be placed.

surface Required. A set of two coordinate pairs within the size of the
deviee. These specify the lower left and upper right corners of the
area into whieh plotted information can be placed. The frame
coordinates must be specified in the current units system.

The SET FRAME command also sets the window so that the origin is in the lower left
corner of the frame.

The frame is also set if a SET SIZE or SET UNITS eommand is executed.

All primary graph commands will be clipped at the frame. All secondary graph
commands place the plot in the area represented by the frame.
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SET F RA I,TE

EXJAIiiPIJS:

The frame is the area on the plotting
is placed. The position and size of
current units system. To move a graph
frame need be adjusted.

surface into which information
the frame is specified in the

(or change its size) only the

)oPBN FILE COSTS
) PRrNT

$LrNE SrZE COST

I 10 1.00
2 20 1.80
3 32 2.80

3 LINES PRINTED.
) sET rrNrTs 1 INCB
)sET FRAITE 0r0r3,3
)DRArf BARCEART C6T BY SrZE
)sET FRAUB 1,3. 25,6,4.75
)DRAW BARCEART CGT BY SrZE
) PLOI

FMilE 0,0,3,3

TITLB= !FRAllE

TITLE='FRAllB

0r0r3r3'
1, 3. 25 ,6 ,4.75'

FFl/Al\rE'l .St.2a.tA.+.24a.a

a-a

G'

t,

t.a

a-

C.ra
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sET STZE

SET SZE coordinate

Specifiee the expeeted ptrysical size of the output device or the pePer being used on the

device.

eoordinate Reg,rired. A eoordinate pair that specifies the upper right eorner of
the device limits. The coordinate must be specified in the current
units system.

If the eurrent units system is device independent then the size will be the largest
rectengle with the Bame ratio that will fit on the deviee.
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SET SEE

EXAITIPLES:

The SET SIZE command can be used to inform the system of the physical
limits of the output device or the media on the device. If the user is
in a device dependent mode the size must be represented in the current
units system.

) sET rrNrTs I rNcE
)sET SIZE 5r5

If the system is in a device independent mode, the size represents a
ratio (of height to width) which will be maintained when the graphs
are plotted. For example, to create a rectangle twice as long as it is
wide on any output device which has an upper right coordinate (and
hence frame limit) of 100r50 the following commands can be entered.

) sET rrNrTs 2
)sET SrZE 100,50
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Sets the speed at

epeed

SET SPEED

SET SPEED speed

which the pen moves.

Req.rired. Muet be a value from I to )6, where I is slowest and J6
is fastest. Decreasing the speed increases the amount of ink left on
the paper, for higher resolution lines. If not specified, 16 is assumed.
This command has no effect for CRT plotters.
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SET SPEBD

E)GI{PLBS:

The speed of the pen on a plotter changes the clarity of the lines
drawn. Use the fast speed for quick plotting; the slow speed for
clearer lines.

)tlotE sET TO FAST SPEBD
)sET SPEBD 36
) DRAW LIIIE FROtrt=0 r 0 ; TO=0 ,4
) Pr0r
) NCItE SBT TO SLOW SPBED
) sBT SPBBD I
) DRAII LflIE FROil=2 r 0; W2 ,1
) Pror
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SET UNTTS

Sets the

ratio

SET t-D.ltTS [ratio] [INCHES/CM/MN4]

current units and the type of coordinate system.

INCHES/CM/MM

optional. If specified and a keyword followq each value specified
by the user is assumed to represent ratio times as much space.
For example, if a SET l.JtlITS 2 INCHES is given, a DRAW LINE
command from (I,l) to (lr1) will start 2 inches up and to the right
of the lower left corner of the frame. The line will be 4 inches
long.

If the ratio is specified and a keyword does not follow, the system
will enter the device independent mode and divide the space into a
square or rectangle (see the SET SIZE command) containing ratio
units along the shorter axis. If a ratio is not speeified, the iatio is
assumed to be 1.

optional. sets the system to a device dependent mode where each
value is represented in the indicated units. Default is millimeters.

Either a ratio or a unit type, or both, must be specified.

The SET UNITS command will change the frame to the new units and ehange the
window to match the frame.
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SET I'f,US

E]BIIPI,ES:

When arcs, 1ines, and labels are dra$,n, the position and size of the
figures must be specified in the current units system. Norma1ly, a
direct correspondence is set up between the unit values and the
actual size of drawn object. Below, a box one inch square is drawn.

)sET UNrrS I rNCE
)DRAW LINE FROlttslrl; TG.L,2
) DRAW LINE FROl.Fl, 2; To--z ,2
) DRAII LII{E FROtts2 , 2; TG2,1
) DRAW LIIIE PROlrF2, 1; TGl, 1
) PLOT

An adjustment to the ratio used in the units command can be used
increase or decrease the size of the object.

) sET rrNrTs .5 rNcsBs
)DRAII LME FRO!tsl,I; TO=1,2
) DRAI LINE FROIts], 2; To=z ,2
) DRAW LrltE FROlt2,2; TGz,L
) DRAW LII{E FROI'ts2,1; TO-1,1
) PLOr

to

)

a unit type (such as INCHES) is not given, a device independentIf
mode is entered. In this mode, the ratio represents the relative
sizes of the height and width. When plotting is done in a device
independent mode the size of objects is adjusted depending on the
size of the output device.
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SET WINDOW

SET WINDOW strfece

Sets the window of interest in the world coordinate system.

surf ace Required. The world coordinates which will be mapped onto the
frame. If a window is not specified, the world coordinates are
assumed to be the same as the device coordinates and the window is
assumed to be the same as the frame.

The window is mapped into the current frame. The window determines what will be
plotted; and the frame determines where on the physical device the plot will be.
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SET IIINDOII

BXNIPLBS:

When lines, arcs r ot labels are drawn, the window represents the area
in the user's space which is placed into the frame. By adjusting the
position of the window, different portions of a large sPace can be
observed.

) SBT I'NITS 1 INCE
) sBr FRAI'{B O rO 11,1
)sET WrNDOrr 212,5,5
) DRAW LIIIB FROII=2 r 0 ;
)DRAII LIIIE FRfi=5r4;
) DRAH LINB FROII=II r 5;
) DRAII LME FRO}{=O r 2;
) sBT WrlfDorr 0 ,0 ,5,5
) DRAII LINB FROII=2 r 0 ;
)DRAW LI}{B FROH=5r4;
) DRAW LIIIE FROtrl=4 r 5;
) DRAII LINB FROII=O r 2;
) PLCIr

TtO=5 r 4
I0El r 5
TrFo r 2
TlF2 r 0

TIO-5,4 ; LII{ETYPB=2
TIF4, 5; LINBTYPB=2
To-O rZi LMETYPB=2
Tf)-2r0i LINETYPE=2
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FIELD SPECIFICATIONE

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS

All secondary graphies eommands except DRAW PIECHART are composed of one or more
field specifications. A field specification contains at a minimum the field (or expression)
to be used. A complete specification may contain information about colors, shading,
patterns, line types and axis descriptions. Each graph type allows slightly different
options. The options available are listed in a table at the end of this section.

A eomplete field specification can be composed of the following:

(expression
[;COLOR=color]

[;LINETYPE=linetype]
[;SHADE=shade]

[;MARKER-marker]
[;AXIS=(axissPee)]
[;SET=eonstant]

[;NULL=nullexp]

COLOR

LINETYPE

SHADE

MARKER

AXIS

Optional. If specified, the
which represents the color
A zero represents no color.
more information.

keyword must be followed by an expression
to be used. If not specified, I is assumed.

See the Colors and Textures appendix for

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
which indicates the line type to be used. If a line type of zero is
used, no line is drawn. A negative line type is an error. For a
eomplete deseription of the Iine types see the Colors and Textures
appendix.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
that indicates what shade type to use on each seetion of the chart.
Two overlapping shade types may be specified by entering a 4-digit
number. If rpt specified, zero is assumed. See the Colors and
Textures appendix for more information.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
whieh represents the marker type to be used. If not speeified, a zero
(which represents no marker) is assumed. See the Colors and Textures
appendix for a list of marker types.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a valid axis
specification. If not specified, all portions of the axis are either
caleulated or defaulted to various values. See the AXIS
SPECIFICATION seetion for more information.
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FIELD SPEC:IFICATIChE

SET Required if the KEY option was specified on the command. If
specif ied, the keyword must be followed by a constant that is
compared to the value of the expression of the KEY option. Only
those records in which the KEY field equals the SET expression will
be used in the cument specification.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
which determines if the data point should be ignored. When the
expression condition evaluates to non-zero (i.e.: true) the reeord is
treated as null. This means the point will not be plotted on the graph
or used to c-ompute the graph limits. By speeifying different
expressions you can treat different classes of values as nulls (e.g.:
NULL=(X=O) treats [J values as null; NULL=(X<0) treats negative
numbers as nulls).

NLI-L

The following chart indicates the field specification options that may be used on each
command.

AXIS
X.AXIS.
Y-AXIS.

coLoR.
LINETYPE
MARKER.
SHADE
SET..
NULL.

H
BI
AS
RT
CGO
HRG
AAR
RPA
THM

XX
XX
XX

X
X

XX
XXX

X
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EIBLD SPBqTETCATIONS

BXA}IPLBS:

Field specifications define the format of the curves, bars t ot markers
which are displayed on a graph. The format for each of these items can
be either a constant or an expression based any of the fields from the
currently open fiIe.

) oPEN FrLE REVBNT E
) PRINT YEARTItrBDICAL, INST

$LINE YEAR IIIEDICAL INST

I L976
2 L977
3 1978
4 L979
s 1980
6 198r
7 L982
8 1983
9 1984

r0 1985

L20 58
r35 76
163 98
193 L22
230 r59
273 185
30s 205
355 235
405 270
475 310

IO LINES PRINTED.
)DRAW GRAPE (ITEDTCAL;
&)
r)
&)
e)
} PLOT

LINETYPB=$IF (IBAR>1981, 2,1) &

; AXIS= (LII{IT=0 , 500 ,100 ) ) , &
(INST; }IARKBR=$Ir lINST>200,1,0) ; LIIIBTI?E=8) &

BY Y:EAR &

i TITLE='CORPORATE RE\IBII[ BSr

500
CORPORATE REVENUES

400

500

2o,0

100

i.tf I I I r r r ' ' -

Yeze tezz 1g7a lgze 19Eo 1961 19Ez 19Es 19E4 19E5
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EIETD SPBCIFICArIONS

In some cases the data to be plotted does not exist in a single field
but exists in a set of records within the file. If the group of
records can be identified with a constant, the SET option in
conjunction with KEY can be used to obtain the desired information. In
the example below, p€rformance data is stored in the field "sALEs"
which is indexed by YEAR and DIVISION.

) oPEN FrLE Rw2
IL/LO PRINT

$LINE YEAR DIVISION SALES

I 1976 1 4s0
2 L976 2 493
3 1976 3 120
4 L976 4 s8
5 L977 I 576
6 L977 2 581
7 L977 3 13s' 8L977 4 76
9 1978 1 744

10 1978 2 732

1O LINES PRINTED.
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EIBLD SPBqIFICAUOHS

) SELBCT DMSION=$ASiCIf (DTVTSION,I) ,€
)DRAH GRAPE (SAtESi SBFrlr) , &
&) (SALBS; SBT=r2r; LINH[I?B=7) &t) BY (YB,AR; AXIS=(LnfIT=1976rl98lrl)) &t) ; KBY=DfVISIOI &
e) i TITLB='CORPORATB RBtIBtI[rB. r
&) , STBTITLE=.Data Products and Test and t{easurenent Devices'
)PffIr

CORPORATE REVENUE
Doto Products ond Test ond Meosurcment Devices

35()0

2000

r500

rooo

500

Yeta 1977 107A 197e 19tO 19E1

3{
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A)qS SPECIFICATIOI{S

A}OS SPECIFICATIONS

Most field specifications may eontain an axis specification. The axis specification
deseribes how a graph should be scaled and how this scaling should be displayed.

A eomplete axis speeification may be composed of the following:

TYPE

LIMITS

POSITION

FONT

[;TYPE=LINEAR/LoG]
[;LIMITS{m ini mum]r[maxi mum],[i ncrement]l

[;POSITION=LEFT/RIGHT/ToP/A orrO v/B OT H/NoNE]
[;FONT=font]

[;SLANT=slant]
[;ANGLE=angleJ
[;COLOR=color]
[;TICKS=count]

[;L ABEL=( expressi or{ ;L O CA TION= B E TWE EN/UN DE R]
[ ; D LP L ICA TES= SUP PRE S S ED /RE TAINED])]

[; cRID[(gridspec)I, (gridspe c)]l
[;TITLE=ti tlespec]

[;SIZE=n]

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by LINEAR
indicate linear scaling, or LoG to indicate logarithmic scaling.
not specified, LINEAR is assumed.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a
minimum, maximum, or increment (or any combination) that
represents the limits on the axis. If any data falls outside this
range the information will be clipped (on graphs or scattergrams) or
ignored (on barcharts or histograms). If a value is not specified, it
will be caleulated by the system, which will scale the graph to
include ALL data.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by LEFT,
RIGHT, TOP, BOTTOM, BOTH, OR NONE. The keyword indicates
where the axes labels and title should be placed. For vertical axes
only BOTTOM, TOP, BOTH or NONE may be specified. For
horizontal axes only LEFT, RIGHT, BOTH or NONE may be
speeified. If not specified, BoTToM is selected for horizontal axes
and LEFT for vertieal axes.

optional. If speeified, this must be followed by a value whieh
represents the print font to be used. If not specified, a zero is
assumed. see the colors and rextures appendix for more
information.

optional. If specified, this must be followed by a value that
represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a
clockwise direction and negative slants rotate counterclockwise. If
not specified, the slant is assumed to be zero.

to
If

SLANT
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A}OS SPECIFICATIONS

ANGLE

COLOR

TICKS

GRID

LABEL

TITLE

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by the angle at which
the text will be plotted. The angle is measured counterclockwise
from zero at the I o'clock posilion. If not specified, zeto is
assumed.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by a value which
represents the color to be used. If not specified, 1 is assumed. See
the Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a value
that indicates the number of minor ticks that should be drawn
between major ticks. If not specified, only major ticks are drawn.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a
specification for the major grid and then the minor grid. The grid
specification indicates the color of the grid, its linetype (if a full
grid is drawn) and possibly the tiek length (for a partial qrid). If
not specified, the color will be the AXIS COLOR and a partial grid
will be drawn. The major tick will be 2.9/o of the gnaph size and
minor tieks 1.2?/o of the graph size. See the GRID SPECIFICATION
seetion for more information.

Optional. This may only be specified for an axis in a DRAW
GRAPH command. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by
an expression that is used to label the major ticks of the axis. The
expression represents a major tick and is displayed each time the
value changes. The expression in the field specification should be
numeric data that is proportional to the position of the ticks on the
axis. If the LABEL parameter is specified, the LIMITS parameter is
ignored, and the rninimum, maximum, and increment are caleulated
by the system. The major dimensions will be labeled with
alphabetic text from the label expression.

If LOCATION is specified, UNDER will cause major ticks to appear
directly under points in the file and the label from the expression
to be centered under the tiek. BETWEEN will eause major ticks to
be centered between points in the f ile and the label from the
expression to be centered between major ticks. If LOCATION is
not specified, UNDER is the default.

If DLJPLICATES is specified, SUPPRESSED will cause two or more
sueeessive points with the same value for the expression to have
only one label printed, centered under the points. RETAINED will
cause one label to be printed for each point in the file. If
DUPLICATES is not specified, RETAINED is the default.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by information
that describes the title of the axis. For a complete description of
the options available for the title see the TITLE SPECIFICATIONS
section.
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SIZE

A)qs SPECIFICATIONS

optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a constant
greater than zero whieh may contain a decimal fraetion. This
indicates how large the axis labels should be in relation to their
calculated size (e.g.: rt=I.O doesn't change their size; n=2.0 makes
them twice as largel n=.5 makes them half as large).

The following chart indicates the exis specification options that may be used on each
eommand.

ANG-E .....XcoloR. ....x
FONT. .....x
GRID ..X
LABEL
LIMITS .....X
POSITION ...X
SLANT .....X
TICKS .....X
TYPE
TITLE. .....XsIzE ......x

H
I
S

T
GO
RG
AR
PA
HM
XX
XX
XX
XX
X
XX
XX
XX
XX
X
XX
XX

B
A
R
C
H
A
R
T
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A:Gi SPBCIETCArIONS

BT(AIIPLES:

GRAF automatically calculates all axis information. In some
instances, more control over these defaults is required and in most
cases a label on the axis is desired. This information is in axis
specifications which are placed in a field specification.

}OPEN FILE RE\IENT,B
)PRTNT YBARTTEST

$LINE ]TEAR TEST

1 1976 493
2 t977 581
3 1978 732
4 l-979 986
5 1980 1200
6 1981 1349
7 1982 1ss0
8 1983 1920
9 1984 2300

10 1985 2765

1O LINES PRTNTED.
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AXtrS SPBCTETCASONS

)DRAfl GRAPE (TEST; AIIS=(POSITION=BCIE; TICXS=3)) r
t) BY YB,AR &
&) ,TITLE=.CORPORATts RB\fEDI,B. &
S) ;SIIBTITLB='Test and t{easurement Devices'
) ProT

CORPORATE REVENUE
Test ond Meosurement Devices

I to*
J aool
1 coo

ffi

2600

2f,o,0

2&O

220,0

2000

rEoo

1 600

l zt(X)

r200

;ilr
22(rcL

,"* 
F

1EOO F
',*L
'*L,,* L
''*L
Eoo E

"*EE-lofrh. 1977 197d 1979 1e80 1081 19E2
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AXIS SPBCIETCAUONS

If the default limits or increment selected by the system are
incorrect they can be changed with the LIMIT keyword. If the limits
(or increment) is specified any data in the file not within the limits 

-is ignored.

) DRAII GRAPH (TtsST; AXIS= (LI!'iITS=500,2500,500) ) &
&) BY YEAR &
&) ;TITLB=TCORPORATE RE\IBIIrB' t
e) ;SUBTITLE:'Test and l{easurement Devices'
) PffIT

CORPORATE REVENUE
Test ond Meosurement Devices

50?#6 1e77 1f,78 1ga2 1983rgEO r981
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A:G; SPECIETCATTONS

When a graph is being drawn, the LABET parameter may be_specified.
This keyword-informs GRAF as to the desired major.tlgk label text. It
also aliows graphs to be drawn that contain a variable number of units
per major ti;k (such as the number of Fridays per month). When this
parameler is used, the data specified in the BY field specification
must be monotonically increasing and the range and value represents
Ehe relationship between the positions of the major ticks.

}OPBN FILE STATUS
) sELEgr €,LIIVE=$RTAIAL (1)
) PRINT

DATE PERCENT LI

4/03/81 0.0 I
4/L0/81 s.0 2
4/L7 /8L 13. s 3
4/24/8L 2L.e 4
s/oL/8L 27 .2 s
5/08/81 3s.2 6
5/L5/81 39.0 7
5/22/81 4s.3 I
5 /2e /8L 54 .2 9
5/05/81 57.3 10
6 /Lz/eL 52 .3 11
6/L9/8L 67.2 L2

L2 LTNES PRINTED.
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AIns SPBCIEICA*ONS

)DRAI| GRAPE (PERCBNTi AXIS=(LIlrIT=0r100r10; TICKS=I) ) &

&) BY (LINB; AXIS=(LABEL=$UONTE(DATE,2) ) ) &

&) ;TITLB=TCOI,IPLETION PERCENTAGE' &

t) ;SUBTITIJ='Project *82'
) Pr0T

COMPLETION PERCENTAGE

100

90

EO

70

60

50

40

50

20

10

o

Projecl ff82

3-r4
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GRID SPECIFICATIOhIS

GRID SPECIFICATIOhE

Each axis specification may also contain a gnid specification. The axis specification is
primarily concerned with the range of values being plotted and how the scaling should be
done. The grid specification describes the sizes, eolors, and linetypes of the grid placed
irside the limits of the $aph.

A c'omplete gnid specifieation may be composed of the following:

COLOR

LINETYPE

S[zE

[;COLOR=color]
[;LINETYPE=linetype]

[;SIZE=size]

Optional. If specif ied, this must be f ollowed by a value which
represents the color to be used for the grid. If not specified, I is
assumed. See the Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by an expression
which indicates the line type to be used. If a linetype of zero is used,
no line is drawn. A negative line type is an error. See the Colors
and Textures appendix for more information.

optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a value whieh
represents the length of the grid line as a percentage of the graph
size. By default, the major ticks are labeled with a tiek size of 2.96
and minor ticks with a size of 1.29L If a full line grid is desired, 100
may be specified. If a negative number is specified, the tick mark will
be &awn on the outside of the graph.
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GRID SPECIETCAUONS

E]GI.IPLES:

An axis specification may additionally contain a grid specification.
The grid specification allows the user to control the color, linetyPe,
and size of both the minor and major ticks.

)oPEN FrrE REVENTE
} PRINT

$LINE YEAR COI{PUTER TEST !{EDICAL INST

1 L976
2 L977
3 1978
4 ]-979
5 1980
5 1981
7 L982
8 1983
9 1984

10 1985

1O LINES PRINTED.

450 493
576 58r
744 732

1060 986
I510 1200
L77L 1349
2L40 1550
267s 1920
3325 2300
4200 2765

120
135
163
193
230
273
305
355
405
475

58
76
98

L22
159
185
205
235
270
310
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CORPORATE REVENUES
Test ond Meosurement Devices

::
,r*L - Z-l,"*F -/---l

=-L _1 _J
ffiG=r-< 

---'l.-- f r r r r r r r t I'-I97A 1e77 1g7A 1979 1980 1981 10E2 19E3 106+ 19E!t

GRID SPBCIETCASONS

) DRAW GRAPH (TtsST; AXIS= (GRIIF (LINETIPB=2 TSIZB=I00 ) ) ) t
e) BY I'BAR e
r) i TITI,8='CORPORATB RE\fEDIITBST &
S) ; SIIBTITLB=!Test and Heasurement Devices.
} PLOT
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TITLE SPECIFICATIONS

TITLE SPECIFICATTONS

The secondary graphics commands and the axis specifications may contain title
specifications. The title specification may consist of simply the title enclosed in
quotes as in TITLE=ttThis is a Title" or may include other options. If other options are
included, the title specification must be enclosed in parentheses as in TITLE=("This is a
Title"; COLOR=I). A complete title specification may be composed of the following:

(titte
[;COLOR=color]

[;FONT=font]
[;ANGLE=angle]
[;5LANT=slant]

[;POSITION=TOP/BoTTOM]
[;SIZE=n]

title

COLOR

FONT

ANGLE

SLANT

POSITION

SIZE

The graph is labeled with the title specified. It should be enclosed
in quotes (").

Optional. If speeified, this must be followed by a value which
represents the eolor to be used. If not specified, I is assumed. See
the Colors and Textures appendix for more information.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by a value which
represents the print font to be used. If not specified, a zero is
assumed. See the Colors and Textures appendix f or more
information.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by the angle at which
the text will be plotted. The angle is measured eounterclockwise
from zero at the I o'elock position. If not specified, zero is
assumed.

Optional. If specified, this must be followed by a value that
represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a
cloekwise direction and negative slants rotate counterelockwise. If
not specified, the slant is assumed to be zero.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by TOP or
BOTTOM. The keyword indicates where the title information should
be placed. If not specified, TOP is assumed for title and subtitle
speeifications. Axis titles will always appear where the axis
labelinq appears.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a eonstant
greater than zero. The constant may have a decimal fraction, and
indicates how large the text size should be in comparison to its
calculated size (e.g.: n=I.0 doesn't change the text size; n=2.0
doubles it, and n=.5 halves it).
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TITT.,B SPB CIEIEATK'NS

EI(AIIPI,ES:

Any secondary graph may be annotated with titles. Titles may beplaced on the.top, bottom, reft, or right hand portion of the pugu
or _any combination. Each title may be of a di.fferent font, color,
1ngle, and slant. The title is centered on the side of the graph
indicated. If a subtitle is specified, it appears below the title.

) OPEN FILE RE\IENT,B
} DRAI{ GRAPE TEST BY Y:BAR &
e) i TITT.E= ( TCORPORATE REVENUBS.; FONT=3) &&) ; SIBTTTLE='Fron Test and lleasurement Devices' &&) ; SIIBTITLE=(.1982-1985 data is projected., &
t) , PGTTTON=BOITOU)
IPLOtr

CORPORATE RE\TENUES

2EOO

2@O

2&O
2200

2000

lEOO

r600

1{OO

1200

rooo

EOO

600

.o?, 197E 197e

1 982- 1 985
1gEO 19E1 19fi.2 19E3

doto is projected.

From Test ond Meosurement Devices
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TET,E SPBCIETCAITONS

A title specification may also be included within an axis
specifieation. In this case, the title is eentered between the borders
of the graph and the POSITION keyword is not va1id.

) DRArr GRAPE (rtsST S
&) ; AXIS=(TITLB='Tegt and ileasureuent Devices Revenuer)) t&) BY I-EAR &
e) i TITT.E=(TCORPORATB REIIEIIUBST; FONT=3)
) Pror

CORPORATE REYENUES

7A 1977 197d 1979 1980 1981 1e82 19E5 19E4 10E!t

2&O

2600

2&O

;xl
:xl
'r* I

''*l
"*l
"r" 

I

*il

o
fc
o
o
E,
o
oo
oo
c
o
E
P
:,o
o
o

Ec
o

o
oF
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LEGEND SPECIFICATIOi\E

LE GEND SPECIFICATIOf..IS

All of the secondary graphics commands allow the user to specify legend inf ormation.
The user has control over the content and placement of the legend.

A complete legend specification may be composed of the following:

TYPE

POSITION

FORMAT

COLOR

SLANT

[;TYPE=LINE/BOX]
[ ;P 05 TTION{ TOP /CENT ER/B OTT O MI, LEF T/CE NT ER/RIGHT]]

[ ;F OR MA Td HONZ ONTAL /VE RTICALI, OVE R/S IDE]]
[;COLOR=color]
[;SLANT=stant]
[;FONT=font]

[(legenditemf,,...n
[;SIZE=n]

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an indication
of the type of legend that should be &awn. If not specified, LINE is
assumed for graphs and BOX for piecharts, barcharts, and histograms.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an indieation
of where the legends should be placed. If not specified, the system
will assume TOP, CENTER. The eombination CENTER, CENTER is
not valid.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by an indication
of how the legend should be generated. VERTICAL legends are
displayed one above the other. HORIZONTAL legends Ere displayed
next to one another. The second parameter indieates where the text
should be placed relative to the marker (or box or line). If OVER is
speeified, the text will be placed over the marker. If SIDE is
specified, the text will be placed next to the marker. If not
speeified, the default is based on the POSITION requested. If the
position is TOP or BOTTOM, CENTER the format will def ault to
HORIZONTAL, OVER. Any other position will default to VERTICAL,
SIDE.

Optional. If speeified, the keyword must be followed by a value whieh
represents the color for the text in the legend. If not specified, the
color of each text item will correspond to the color of the marker for
the item.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a value that
represents the slant of the text. Positive slants rotate in a clockwise
direction and negative slants rotate eounterclockwise. If not speeified,
the slant is assumed to be zero.
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LEGEND SPECIFICATIO{s

FONT Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a value whieh
represents the print font to be used for the text. If not specified, a
zero is assumed.

Optional. If specified, this keyword must be followed by a constant
greater than zero whieh may contain a decimal fraction. This number
indicates how large the text should be in relation to its calculated
size (e.g.: n=1.0 doesn't change the size; n=2.0 makes it twice as

large; n=.5 makes it half as large).

composed of the following:

SIZE

A legenditem is

trtexttl

[;COLOR=color]
[;SHADE=shade]

[;LINET\/PE=linetype]
[;MARKER=marker]

legenditem must contain at least the text which should be used to annotate the legend.
the absence of other parameters the values are obtained from the field specifications.

A
In

text

COLOR

SHADE

LINETYPE

MARKER

Required. The text which should be associated with the leqenditem.

Optional. If specified, the keyword must be followed by a constant
which represents the eolor for the marker (line or box) in the legend.
If a global text color was not specif ied the color of the t,ext item
which is paired to this marker will eorrespond to this color.

Optional. If specif ied, the keyword must be f ollowed by a constant
that indicates the shade type to use on the legend. Two overlapping
shade types may be specified by entering a 4-digit number. If not
specified, a zero is assumed for line graphs and pie charts, and the
shade type of the field specification which is paired to this legenditem
is assumed for bar eharts and histograms. See the Colors and Textures
appendix for a list of shading patterns.

Optional. If specified, a constant which indicates the line type to
used must follow. See the Colors and Textures appendix for a list
line types.

Optional. If specif ied, the keyword must be f ollowed by a constant
which represents the marker type to be used. If not specified, a zero
(which represents no marker) is assumed for pie charts, bar charts, and
histograms. The marker type for a graph will be obtained from the
field specification which is paired to this legenditem. See the Colors
and Textures appendix for a list of marker types.

be
of
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LEGEND SPBCIEICATTONS

B)GI.IPLES:

A11 graphs drawn with the secondary graph commands may be annotated
wlth legends. The legend placernent and content can be controlled by
the user.

)oPBN FILE RE\rEXI,E
) PRrlrT

$LINE YEAR COMPUTER TEST MEDICAL INST

1 L976
2 L977
3 1978
4 L979
5 1980
6 r981
7 L982
I 1983
9 1984

r0 1985

10 LINES PRINTED.

4s0 493
576 581
744 732

1060 986
1s10 1200
1771 1349
2L40 1550
2675 1920
3325 2300
4200 2765

120 58
135 76
163 98
193 L22
230 I59
273 185
305 205
355 235
405 270
475 310
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TAGBND SPECTETCAITONS

)DRAfl GRAPE (TEST; AXIS=(LilrIT=O,3000,500) ), &

&) (I,IEDICAL; LII{ET}?B=2| &

&) BI Y:BAR &
&) ; LEGENIF (POSITION=BOEROIIi,LEEI; FORI,IAT=\IBRUCALTSIDB; t
s) ('Test and lrieasurement Devices'), &

E) ( rl{edical Instrumentsr; LII[BTY?E=2) ) &

&) i TITLB=TCORPORATE RE\IENITBS'
) Pror

3ol00
CORPORATE REVENUES

---4- 

- 

-1

2300

2000

1500

'rooo

500

?es
Tcst ond Mcosurcmcnt Dcnlccg

Mcdlcol lnrtrumcntr
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LEGBND SPBCIErcAUONS

Legend items need not form a one-to-one correspondence with the fields
being graphed. Thus, several legend items may be used to describe asingle curve.

)DRAW GRAPE (ItsST; LIIIETIPB=$IF(IBA$1981,3,I)) By yBrAR &&) ; LBGENIF ( (rActual data') , ('Projected data'; LINBTT?E=3) ) eE) i TITLE='CORPORATB RErrtNt BSr &
&) ; SIIBTfTT.E=rfssg and trteasurement Devices.
) PLOI

CORPORATE REVENUES
Test ond Meosurement Devices

Actuol dsto ProJcctcd dcto

2EOO

2600

2&O
22aO

2000

r800
1600

1400

1200

1000

EOO

ooo

4OOr I I I I I I I I I-{97e 1977 1978 1979 19BO 19E1 198,2 1983 1984 r9A5
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX A

COMMAND FORMATS

CLOSE PLOTFILE

PURPOSE: Closes the eumently open plotfile.

CREATE PLOTFILE

PURPOSE: Create
time.

PI Otf i I ENAME hRE TE NTION= PE R iVIA NE NT /TE MP ORA R Y/N ONE]

a named plotfile which ean be used to generate graphs at a later

DRAW ARC START-angle; FINISH=angle; RADIUS=radius hAT=xryl
[;COLOR=color]
[;LINETYPE=linetype]

PURPOSE: Draws an are (or a set of arcs) in the eurrent frame.

DRAW BARCHART yspec [,...] AV xspec
[ ;F OR MA T= CL US TE RE D/5 TACKE D]
[;KEY=l4gYsPeeJ
[ ;TITLE= ti tlespec] [ ;S l.JB TITLE= ti tlespec]
[;LEGEND=legendspec]
[ ;F RA ME=[eolorf , linetype]I

PURPOSE: Draws a barchart of the. data represented by the xspec against the data
represented by the yspees(s).

DRAW BOX SIZE-width, height
[;AT=x,y]
[;SHADE=shade]
[;LINETYPE=linerype]
[;COLOR=colon]
[;JUSTIFY=justify]

PURPOSE: Draws a box of the speeified height and width.
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APPENDIX A

DRAW HISTOGRAM spec [,...J
[;F OR MAT= CLUSTERE D/STACKE D]
[;KEY=keyspec]
[;TITLE=ti tlespecl [;SLJBTITLE=ti tlespec]
[;LEGEND=legendspec]
[;FRA MEdcolorf, linetypen

PURPOSE: Draws a histoqram indicating the distribution of the data given in the
speci fication(s).

DRAW GRAPH yspec [,...] eV xspec
[;KEY=keyspee]
[;TITLE= ti tlespecJ [ ;SLiBTITLE= ti tlespecJ
[;LEGEND=legendspec]
[ ;F RA MEdcolorI, linetypen

PURPOSE: Draws a graph or scattergram of the data represented by the xspec
against the data represented by the yspec(s).

DRAW LABEL text
[;AT=x,y] [;SIZE=width,heightJ [;SLANT=slant] [;ANGLE=angleJ
[;COLOR=color] [;FONT= fontJ
[ ;.: us rr v=[ T oP / cE NTE R /B OT T O Mr, L E FT /CE NTE R /R I GHT]I

PURPOSE: Draws a label (or a set of labels) in the eurrent frame.

DRAW LINE 16=v,y[,21 [;FROM=x,yl,z\ [;COLOR=color]
[;LINETYPE=linetype] [;VIE WPOINT=xrY,z]

PURPOSE: Draws a line (or a set of lines) in the current frame.

DRAW MARKER [markertype;] AT=x,y [;COLOR=color]

PURPOSE: Draws a marker of the indicated type at the speeified position.
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APPENDIX A

DRAW NEWPAC€

PURPOSE: Causes any following graphics commands to be plotted on the next page.

DRAW PIECHART amount
[;LABEL=[labelspec] [, labetspec]l
[;SLANT=slanr] [;COLOR=color] [;FONT= font]
[;EXPLODE=explod_e] [;SHADE=sn"O"] [;STARi=angte]
[;TITLE=ti tlespecJ [;St-BTITLE= ti tlespee
[;LEGEND=legendspec]
I FR A ME =[ e ol orf , I i ne type]l

PURPOSE: Draws a pie chart centered within the current frame.

ERASE PLOTFILE

PURPOSE: Erases the currently open plotfile.

OPEN PLOTFILE ptotfilename

PURPOSE: Opens an existing

[;DO MAIN= PER Il/ANENT/TE MPoRA RY]

plot file.

PLOT IONTO devieename

PURPOSE: Generates a

[;HPIB=hpibnumber]l ITO

plot.

filenamel [;SEALJENCE] [;WAIT]

PURGE PLOTFILE

PURPOSE: Purges the currenily open plotfile.
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APPENDIX A

SET DEFAULT LINETYPE=linetypel [,tinety-peZ [,"'JJ

SET DEFAL.I_T SHADE=shadel [,shade2 _t,..._]]
iEf OEfntIT COLOR=colorl [,color2 [,...]l _

SET DEFATIT MARKER=markerl [rmarker2 [,"']l

PURPOSE: Sets the default values for the DRAW

HISTOGRAM commands'
GRAPH, BARCHART, ANd

SET DEVICE devicename

PURPOSE: Informs the

[;HPIB=hpibnumber]

system as to the expected output device type'

SET FRAME

PURPOSE:

surfaee

Sets an area based on the eurrent
graphic information will be placed'

device coordinate system into which

SET SZE

PURPOSE:

coordinate

r Specifies the expected physieal size of output deviee

paper being used on the device'
or the size of the

SET SPEED speed

PURPOSE: Sets the speed at which the pen moves'

SET UNITS [ratio]

PURPOSE: Sets

TINCHES/CM/MM

the cument units and the tYPe of coordinate sYstem-
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SET WINDOW surface

PURPOSE: Sets the window of interest in the world coordinate system.

FTELD SPECIFICATIONS

(expression
[;COLOR=color]

[;LINETYPE=linetypeJ
[;SHADE=shade]

[;MARKER=marker]
[;AXIS=(axisspec)J
[;SET=eonstant]

[ ;N t-ll-L =( nullexp)I)

AXIS SPECIFICATION

[;TYPE=LINEAR/LoG]
[ ;L I MI T S =[ m i n i m u m], I m a x i m um],[ i nc re m e n t]l

[ ;P OS rT r ON= L E FT /R r cH T /T m /s or r o N4/B oT H /N C[NE]
[;FONT=font]

[;SLANT=stant]
[;ANGLE=angleJ
[;COLOR=color]
[;TICKS=count]

[ ;L AB EL=( expressi on[;L OCA TION=B ET WEEN/UNDE R]
[ ; DIJP LICA TE S= S I*,FP RE SS E D/RE TA INE D}]

[ ; GRID=[(gridspec)f ,( gridspec)IJ
[;TITLE=ti tlespecJ

[;SIZE=n]

GRID SPECIFICATIONS

[;COLOR=eolor]
[;LINETYPE=linetype]

[;SIZE=sizeJ
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APPENDIX A

TITLE SPECIFICATIONS

(titte
[;COLOR=color]

[;FONT=fontJ
[;ANGLE=anglel
[;SLANT=slant]

[;POSITIOt\ETOP/B OTTOM]
[;SIZE=nJ

LEGEND SPECIFICATIONS

[;TYPE=LtNE/BOX]
[ ;P OSIT IONdT OP / CE NTE R /B OTT O Mf , LE FTl CE NTE R /RIGH T]

[;F oR MA T{ H oRIz oNT AL/V ER TICA LI, oV ER /sI DE]
[;COLOR=color]
[;SLANT=slant]
[;FONT=font]

h(legenditem)[,...]l
[;SIZE=n]

LEGEND ITEM

rrtextrr

[;COLOR=color]
[;SHADE=shade]

[;LINETYPE=linetypeJ
[;MARKER=marker]
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APPENDIX B

CO-ORS and TEXTT-RES

Colors - The following eolor sequence is standard on 4 color HP plotters. On other
manufacturers' deviees, adjustments may be required.

HP COLOR STQUENCI
1 BLAC K
2 RED
3 GREEN
4 BLUE

ES LINE l\/ARKER

S HAD t TYP tSI| __lo1

ffiffiffi
345

8 9 10

rumru13 14 15

NNN1E 19 20

l'yP
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
B

*
+
A

o
o

o
@

x

m
6

--]

11

ru
16

N
21

ffi
2

---a

7

ru
12

N
't7

TYPI 1 IONT
{vPt 2 yew
TYPE 3 FONT
@Ufrtf. 4 rt@N@

B-t

BOX

o5

JUSTIFICATION

ANGLES
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A

sggregates, I-1'
ANGLE, (see axis specification, title

speeifieation)
arcs, 2-5
AXIS, (see field specification)

scaling, 1-9
axis spec

LIMIT, 
'-12axis specification, (see berchart, graph,

histogram)
AXIS SPECIFICATIONS, I.9,'-71'-L4,

t-L5, 
'-LgDUPLICATES, l-8

LOCATION, f-8
stzE, l-8
syntax, A-5

AXIS SPECIFICATONS
ANGLE, l-7
coLoR, ,-8
FONT, 

'-7GRID, l-B
LABEL, 

'-8LIMITS, l-7
LINEAR, 

'-7POSITION, 3-7
SLANT, l-7
TICKS, t-8
TITLE, 

'-gaxis title, 1-I9

B

backspace, I-1
barchart, L-5, 2-912-14

axis specifications, )-9
elustered, 2-9
stacked, ?-9, 2-15

BETWEEN, 3-8
box

drawing, 2-L512-L6
box around legend, 3-2)

C

cancel, I-3
centimeter, (see unit system)
centimeterc, 2-69
character functions, (see functions)

I}SEX

character string, (see label)
characters

special, l-)
circle, (see arc)
circles, 2-6
clipping, L-5, L-LI, 2-6,
cLosE PLOTFILE, ?-Ll2-2

syntax, A-1
clustered barchart, 2-9
clustered histogram, 2-Zl
COLOR, (see axis specification, field

specifieation, grid specification,
legend specification, title
specification)
default, 2-57

colors, B-l
pausing between, 2-53
sequencing of, 2-53
using more than available, 2-53

commands
continuation, 1-)
editing, 1-1
length, 1-1, 1-l
multiple on a line, l-)
primary, (see primary commands)
seeondary, (see secondary commands)
syntax, 1-I
types, 1-9

control-H, 1-3
control-Q, 1-1
eontrol-S, I-3
control-X, l-)
control-Y, 1-)
coordinate systems, l-11
coordinates

device, 1-11, 2-71
world, L-Ll, 2-71

CREATE PLOTFILE, 2.512-4
syntax, A-1

current unit, 2-69
current units system, (see unit system)

D

data
selection of, l-13

data file, 1-9, 1-1f
databases, 1-1)
date functions, (see functions)
defaults, 2-57 12-59
delete a command line, 1-3

INDEX.I



delimiters, (see punctuation)
device, ?-5)

selecting, 2-61
size, 2-65

device coordinates, l-J.l, 2-7I
deviee dependent, l-5, 1-11
device independent, 1-5, l-11
device size, I-5
device types, 2-51
DRAW ARC, 2-51?-7

syntax, A-1
DRAW BARCHART, 2-912-L4

syntax, A-1
DRAW BOX, ?-1512-t6

syntax, A-l
DRAW GRAPH, 2-I7I?-?5

syntax, A-2
DRAW HISTOGRAM, Z-27 lZ-rO

syntax, A-2
DRAW LABEL, Z-ruz-r,

syntax, A-2
DRAW LINE, 2-t712-39

syntax, A-2
DRAW MARKER, 2-4u2-42

syntax, A-2
DRAW PIECHART, 2-4t12-48

syntax, A-5
driver errors, (see emor codes)
DUPLICATES

suppression or retention, 3-8

E

ERASE PLOTFILE, 2-49
syntax, A-)

error codes, C-L|C-?
expressions, 1-1), )-I

F

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS, T-Llt-5
AXIS, l-1
coloR, l-I
LINETYPE, l-l
MARKER, 

'-lsET, ]-1
SHADE, l-1
syntax, A-5

file
data, l-9, 1-11
plot, (see Plotfile)

FONT, (see axis specification, legend
specifieation, title specification)

FORMAT, (see legend specification)

frame, l-5, l-II, 2-71
setting, 2-5)

functions
character, 1-1)
date, I-1)
logarithmic, I-11
trigonometric, 1-1)

G

graph
axis specifications, 1-9
drawing, 2-1712-?5

graphics device, I-5, (see device)
GRID, (see axis specification)
grid line, 5-15
GRID SPECIFICATIONS, T-1515-17

coLoR, l-15
LINETYPET T-15
slzE, ,-I5
syntax, A-5

H

histogram, L-5, 2-?7 l2-r!
axis specifications, 1-9
clustered, 2-27
stacked, 2-?7

HPIB, 2-5)

I

INCHES, ?-69, (see unit system)

K

keywords, 1-1

L

LABEL, (see axis specification)
draw, 2-rLl2-r5
suppression of duplicates, 3-8

label specification
for pieeharts, 2-45

LEGEND SPECIFICATION
srzE, t-24

LEGEND SPECIFICATIONS, 3-?313-27
coloR, ,-23, t-24
FONT, l-2lr
FORMAT, l-21
LINETYPE, S-24
MARKER, l-2lr
POSITION, 3-25

INDEX-2



SHADE, l-24
SLANT, 

'-21syntax, ,q-6
TYPE=BOX/LINE, l-2,

legend text
size of, (see LEGEND

SPECIFICATIONS)
limit system, 2-65
LIMITS, (see axis specification)
liner 2-1712-79
line on grid, )-I5
line types, B-l
LINETYPE, (see field specification, grid

specification, legend specificati6n)
default, Z-57

LOCATION
of axis labels, 5-g
of major ticks, )-g

logarithmic functions, (see functions)

M

marker, 2-4112-42, (see field
legend specification)
default, Z-57

marker types, B-l
millimeter, (see unit system)
millimeters, 2-69

N

NULL, l-2

o

oPEN PLOTFILE, 2-5L
syntax, A-)

P

pause between colors, 2-53
pen speed, 2-67
physical size of device, 2-65
piechart, L-5, Z-4rlZ-49
PLOT, 2-5'

syntax, A-)
plotfile, L-5, I-7

closing, Z-I, Z-r, Z_5I
creating, 2-)
erasing, 2-49
opening, Z-L, Z-51
purging, 2-55
retention, 2-)
saving, 2-l

specifieation,

plotter speed, 2-67
plotter type, (see device)
points

_ _ _ Iot to be plotted, )-2
POSITION, (see'axis specification, legend

specification, tiile specificalioni
primary command, I-5
primary commands, L-9, I-It, ?.-6,
punctuation, 1-l
PURGE PLOTFILE, 2_55

syntax, A-)

rectangle, (see box)
responseg

multiple on a line, l_3
resume suspended output, 1_)

S

scaling, l-9, I-ll, ,-15
scattergram, Z-L7, Z-Ig, ?-Z4lZ-25
secondary eommand, 1-5
secondary commands, L_9, L-lL, 2-6r, 5_L,,-L9, 

'-?,SELECT, 1-11
selecting data, l-1)
SEOUENCE

of colors, 2-5)
SET, (see field specification)
sET DEFAULT, 2_571?_59

syntax, A-J
sET DEVICE, 2-61

syntax, A-4
sET FRAME, 1_1I, t_Lz, 2_6r/z_eq

default, I-11
syntax, A-4

sET SIZE, L-Ia, 2_65
default, 1-1I
syntax, A-4

sET SPEED, 2-67
syntax, A-4

sET UNITS, 1-11, t_tz, ?_6912_to
default, l-1I
syntax, A-4

sET WINDOW, 1_12, 2_7Ll2-72
default, l-11
syntax, A-4

SHADE, (see field specification, legend
specification)
default, Z-57

shade types, B-1
overlapping, (see SHADE)

INDEX-]
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SIZE. (see qrid sPecification)'of text, (see LEGEND
SPECIFICATIONS, title
sPecifications)

size of azis numbers, 1-8
size setting, 2'65
SLANT, (sJe axis specification, legend

siecification, title specification)
special characters, L')
soecif ication-'--- 

bitl", (see title specification)
soecif ications-r 

axis, (see axis sPecifications)
fieli, (see field sPecifications)
grid, (see grid sPecifications)
Gg"hi, (se-e legend speeifications)

speed of Pen
setting, 2-67

square, (see box)
stacked barchart, 2-9
stacked histogramt 2-27
subtitle speciiication, (see title

specif ication)
suppressing duPlicate labels, )-8
surface, L-5, ?-7L
suspend outPut, 1-1
syntax, 1-1

T

text, (see label)
text size

changing, (see LEGEND-SPECIFICATIONS, title
specif ications)

tiek toeation, 3-15
tick size, 1-15
TICKS, (see axis sPecification)
TITLE' (see axis sPecification)

size of text, (see title specifications)
title specificationsr S-Lgr,-L9ll'Zt

ANGLE, l-r9
coLoR, l-r9
FONT, 

'-r9POSITION, 
'-19SLANT, l-19

syntax, A-5
title, 1-19

trioonomeiric functions, (see functions)
iviri=aoX, (see legend specification)
lypg=UtNE, {""" lelend specification)
TYPE=LINEAn, (see axis specification)

UNDER, l-8
,nir ry.i"m, I-5, 2'6912-7o, (see

coordinate sYstems)

v

viewpoint, 1-6

w

WAIT
between colors, 2-5)

window, l-6, I-I1
seiting, 2-6r, T'7LlZ-tZ - --world coorJinates, I-6, l-llt 2-7I

x

xspeer (see field sPecification)

Y

yspec' (see field sPecification)

U
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READER COMTVENT SHEET

We urelcome your evaluation of this manual andcomments and sr4ges.tims assist ,, in i6;;rj;;use additimal pafe:s it n"""rr""i.-"
its related software product. yom
our publications and softwape. 

'pf""r"

1.

2.

,.

4.

5.

COMIvENTS:

:*1#: ffil:i"?earrv and accurarerv deseribe a, rhe fearures of its

Are the eoncepts and wor* in this manuar easy to understand?
Is the format of this manuar convenient in arrangement and readability?
Are the index and tabre of eontents comprete and usefur?
Are the exampres crear, co*ect, and informative?

PLBLICATIONS MANAGER
COIvP UTER RESOLRCES INCORPORA TED5''3 BETSY RGS DRryE
P.O. Box 5800lr
SANTA O_ARA, CA 95052

Please mail to:
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